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2021

Phase 1 - High level financial 
benchmarking
First of three phases of 
benchmarking focused on high 
level operating and capital 
expenditures - used FY12/13 data 

2014/2015

2016/2017

Joint Total Compensation Study
Total compensation benchmarking 
study that compared matched “jobs” at 
LADWP to those in industry surveys –
used FY14/15 data

2017-2020

History of organizational level benchmarking at LADWP
Phase 2 – Joint Functional Total Cost Study
Second phase which is evaluating total labor 
cost and staffing for key functions as well as 
non-labor costs (e.g. 3rd party service). Jointly 
conducted by OPA and LADWP - used FY14/15 
data and the 2016/17 Joint Total Compensation 
Study employee census

The phases of LADWP’s benchmarking program aim to “peel back the onion” in order to identify the areas with the greatest 
opportunities for improvement that will be addressed through new initiatives or incorporated into existing efforts

Joint Total Compensation Study
Update of total compensation benchmarking 
study to compare matched “jobs” at LADWP 
to those in industry surveys – used CY19 
data

Context - LADWP benchmarking program
This program, jointly conducted by the OPA and LADWP, refreshes and updates the 
previous total compensation study completed in 2016 to support OPA’s continued 
rate-related work

Phase 3 – Business process 
improvement
Ongoing  benchmarking that will target 
specific business processes identified for 
improvement

Future
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Background: Total Compensation Study of LADWP
Oliver Wyman/Mercer used industry standard methodologies in evaluating 
key components of total compensation at LADWP, consistent with the 2016 
Study.
• The Office of Public Accountability (OPA) contracted with Oliver Wyman/Mercer to refresh the Total 

Compensation Study of LADWP (updated using pre-COVID CY 2019 data), as part of its role to 
provide independent analysis of LADWP actions as they relate to water and electricity rates and to 
continue benchmarking initiatives already underway at the organization. 

• This labor benchmarking study represents a joint effort between OPA and LADWP with the analysis 
performed by Oliver Wyman/Mercer in cooperation with and based on data provided by LADWP staff.

• The Study focused on the analysis of three components of employee compensation using LADWP data 
from CY 2019:
– Annualized salaries.
– Retirement benefits.
– Health and other benefits including medical, dental, life, long-term disability, and post-retirement 

medical. 
• As with the 2016 Study, this analysis evaluated LADWP’s total compensation cost relative to peer 

utilities nationwide ranking them from the 1st quartile being the “lowest” cost to the 4th quartile 
representing the “highest” cost.
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Executive summary: Key findings of Update of Total Compensation Study
• Employee base salary compensation costs: Comparisons were performed relative to both (1) base salary and (2) base salary 

plus bonus/incentive pay at IOUs and POUs:
– Including bonus/incentive pay in the market data, LADWP has position-weighted compensation that falls in the 2nd quartile, 

just below median among peers. Many peer utilities offer bonus/incentive pay programs, while LADWP does not. LADWP’s 
results are similar to the 2016 Study.

– The analysis included a review of 202 Duties Description Records (DDRs) covering 113 common classifications for 5,444 
LADWP employees representing 51.5% of all LADWP employees. (Industry standards suggest a study covering between 40-
50% of employees provides a very good overall representative sample for benchmarking purposes.)

– Industry standard benchmarking surveys report annual salaries by job classification
– Of the job classifications analyzed in this study, 86 out of 113 or roughly 76% fell within the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd quartiles for the 

period benchmarked (calendar 2019).
• Compensation costs by pay band; salary plus bonus/incentive pay:

– For those market job classes less than $100,000, LADWP employees fall in the 4th quartile. LADWP’s cost position increased 
versus the market since the 2016 Study. 

– LADWP employees are positioned in the 1st quartile for job classes between $100,000 and $175,000. LADWP has become 
somewhat less competitive against the market in the middle band (see p. 21)

– For those job classes greater than $175,000, LADWP is positioned in the 1st quartile of the market. LADWP has lost ground 
against the median among higher paid employees (see p. 22)

• Retirement benefits costs: Overall retirement benefits costs blended between Tier 1 and Tier 2 are within the 4th quartile 
relative to both panels of peer utilities. However, costs are much lower (lower 1st quartile) for employees that participate in Tier 2. 
Since 2016, LADWP’s blended retirement benefits costs have increased from the 2nd to 4th quartile in the IOU panel and 3rd to 
4th in the POU panel.

• Medical and other benefits costs: LADWP’s costs fall within the 4th quartile when compared to both panels of peer utilities 
driven by higher active and retiree medical plan costs, due to a higher subsidy level than peers. LADWP’s positioning is similar
to results in 2016. 

• Total compensation costs: LADWP’s costs fall slightly above the 2nd quartile when compared to both panels of peer utilities. 
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Executive summary: Link to Functional Total Cost Study (2020)  
• This Update of LADWP Total Compensation provides further insight and support of recommendations included in the Functional Total

Cost Study conducted jointly by OPA and LADWP, which was released in 2020
• ITS improvement: The update suggests LADWP significantly lags the market in both compensation and potentially in skill development

– LADWP’s salaries for IT-related positions lag the market; LADWP falls in the 1st quartile overall. For 15 IT positions evaluated, LADWP 
falls in the 1st quartile for 14 positions

– Furthermore, the market data suggests that key IT positions have specialized skills and experience (e.g., testing). LADWP fills these 
specialized roles using jobs that describe more general IT skillsets

• Staffing and overtime usage: The update highlights further the hiring and under-staffing issues facing LADWP
– Based on the employee Census information, overtime represents a growing portion of total compensation at LADWP
– Overtime pay is concentrated in Power and Water operational functions resulting in ~10% of the company earning 38% of total 

overtime pay. The Functional Total Cost Study concluded that no apparent mechanism exists to translate high overtime use at LADWP 
into analysis and actions that increase staffing in those functions

• LADWP management-related issues: The update suggests LADWP lags the market in compensation for senior and middle 
management employees by a wide margin
– LADWP’s seven-member executive team ranks in the 1st quartile after considering bonus/incentives offered by peers
– For 25 MEA positions evaluated, LADWP also falls in the 1st quartile after considering bonus/incentives

• Power Distribution improvement: The update suggests multiple issues may need to be addressed
– One of the critical positions in Power Distribution is Electric Mechanics. LADWP’s pay for this position is at median relative to peers; 

the ranking may not be high enough to attract the numbers of staff required to complete work
– Overtime in key areas within Power Distribution has grown further from already high levels. For the Electric Mechanic classification, 

OT has grown from 20.7% of compensation in the 2016 Study to 28.5% in the latest Census. Moreover, tor the broader functional
category of Distribution Line Crews and Management, OT has grown from 27.7% to 37.3% of compensation. This continued high level 
and growth of OT most likely reflects understaffing. 

This Update provides support for the five recommendations identified for initial focus and supported by the LADWP Executive Team and OPA, 
Recommendations were to focus improvement initiatives on (1) Management Value Proposition, (2) Management Alignment and Development, 
(3) Support of the ITS Program, (4) Key HR Processes, and (5) Power Distribution



Cash Compensation: Salary and Salary plus Bonus/Incentive Pay
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Class codes for salary benchmarking
The Study updated and expanded the job classes for benchmarking against the market, that 
were previously selected using a comprehensive and highly collaborative process involving 
multiple staff from both LADWP and OPA

Commentary
• 113 LADWP job classes were selected for benchmarking:

– 89 job classes that were included in the 2016 Study.
– 14 additional job classes were included in a 2018 

study conducted for LADWP.
– 10 IT job classes were added given the importance of 

the function to LADWP’s future.
• Subject matter experts from Water, Power, and Joint 

divisions previously approved benchmark matches for 
each job class included in the 2016 and 2018 analyses. 
To ensure an “apples-to-apples” comparison, subject 
matter experts from LADWP also approved the 
benchmark matches for each of the IT roles.

• Position matching was completed before salary 
benchmarking to ensure independent and unbiased 
results.

Number of LADWP Job Classes Benchmarked 

The 113 benchmarked classes cover 5,444 LADWP employees (representing 51.5% of all LADWP employees). Industry standards suggest a study 
covering between 40-50% of employees provides a very good overall representative sample for benchmarking purposes.    

89

113

14

10

Total Jobs 
Benchmarked 

2021

2016 
Benchmarked 

Jobs

Additional Jobs 
Benchmarked 

in 2018

Additional IT Jobs
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Salary benchmarking methodology
The updated Study continued to use industry standard sources and 
adjustments to benchmark salaries at LADWP with the utility industry.

• Four commonly used utility-industry related surveys were used to benchmark cash compensation for the 113 
LADWP job class codes.  

• Comparisons of LADWP to market data were made considering the following measures for cash 
compensation:
– “Base Salary”: Annualized base salary.
– “Base Salary Plus Bonus/Incentive Pay”:  For those positions which are typically bonus-eligible (i.e., 

50% or more of the incumbents are bonus eligible within the market), market data provided include actual 
cash bonuses awarded in 2019 and paid in 2020 but excluded any stock-related compensation. 

– For attracting and retaining staff, comparison of LADWP salaries to the market including 
bonuses/incentives is critically important since LADWP does not pay bonuses or other forms of incentive 
pay and thus may be at a competitive disadvantage.

• Compensation comparisons were made using median not average data since median represents the industry 
standard and limits the impact of outliers. Market data were collected for the 25th percentile, median, and 75th

percentile and compared to median annualized salaries for the applicable LADWP Description of Duties and 
Responsibilities (DDRs) for each class code. 

• The data in each of the four surveys is based on utilities located throughout the country and is not specific to 
Los Angeles. Thus, a labor market adjustment of +15% based on data from Economic Research Institute’s 
Geographic Assessor and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics was applied to account for the relatively higher 
cost of labor in Los Angeles. 

Additional information on the benchmarking methodology appears in Appendix 1.
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Job classes by quartile: LADWP versus market salary plus bonus/incentive pay
86 of LADWP’s 113 benchmarked job classes has compensation that fell in the 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd quartiles.

27 LADWP job classes fell in the 4th quartile
By % difference from 3rd quartile compensation levels

Cash compensation distribution for 113 benchmarked job classes
By quartile, LADWP relative to market salary plus bonus/incentive pay

% above 3rd quartile market compensation

Only 3 LADWP job classes have 
median compensation well above 

3rd quartile levels

Source: LADWP; utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis

Data shown by job classes/positions, not by numbers of employees . Job classes in the 1st quartile (dark green) reflect job classes that have the lowest cost relative to the same 
positions among peer utilities. Job classes in the 4th quartile (blue) reflect job classes with the highest cost relative to the same position among peer utilities. 

4th Quartile
24%

3rd Quartile
19%

2nd Quartile
14%

1st Quartile
43%

15

9

3

<10% above 
3rd quartile

10-20% above 
3rd quartile

>20% above 
3rd quartile
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Base salaries: Overall findings
LADWP has a position-weighted median base salary that falls near the 
median among peers.

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary
Calendar 2019, LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

113 Matched Job Classes from IOU 
and POU Surveys

Commentary

• Overall, LADWP’s 
position-weighted 
median base salary is 
near the median.

• Generally, compensation 
levels within 10% of the 
targeted positioning are 
considered within a 
reasonable range.

• Using 2014/2015 data, 
LADWP was 10.1% 
above median; with 2019 
data, LADWP now falls 
0.2% below median.

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$82.6K

$119.6K

$163.2K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $119.3K

Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys
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Based/annualized salaries by market salary band
Calendar 2019

Base salaries: By salary band
LADWP’s salaries are relatively lower versus the market as pay increases. 
Pay is relatively higher at LADWP for lower compensated positions.

Commentary

• For those job classes with market 
salaries less than $100,000, LADWP 
employees are positioned in the 4th 

quartile.

• LADWP employees are between the 
median and the 75th percentile for job 
classes with base market salaries 
between $100,000 and $175,000.

• For those job classes with market 
salaries greater than $175,000, 
LADWP is positioned below the 
market median.

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Source: LADWP; utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis
1. 183 IT employees are in DDRs that were matched to more than 1 industry job description, as is industry standard, resulting in number of benchmarked employees totaling 5,718 vs the actual incumbents of 5,444 – this has no statistically significant impact. 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$68.7K

$80.1K

$87.4K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $94.7K

$116.9K

$134.2K

$158.1K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $138.8K

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$192.4K

$241.3K

$303.1K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $232.4K
44 LADWP Class Codes

3,712 LADWP benchmarked 
employees1

65% of benchmarked 
employees

45 LADWP Class Codes

1,809 LADWP benchmarked 
employees1

32% of benchmarked 
employees

24 LADWP Class Codes

197 LADWP benchmarked 
employees1

3% of benchmarked 
employees

<$100,000 $100,000- $175,000 >$175,000
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$84.5K

$129.8K

$196.7K

Lowest

Highest

Base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay: Overall findings
After including bonus/incentive pay in the market data, LADWP has 
position-weighted compensation that falls in the 2nd quartile, just below 
median among peers.

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary plus bonus/incentive pay
Calendar 2019, LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP’s pay structure does not have a 
bonus/incentive component while many 
utilities offer such programs. 

• Industry surveys suggest that roughly 60% of 
all utilities offer bonus/incentive programs. 

• Overall, LADWP’s position-weighted median 
is just below the median of the utility peers.

• The median bonus/incentive paid by peers is 
about $13,600, which includes both job 
classes that both pay and do not pay 
bonuses/incentives.

• Based on industry standards, LADWP’s cash 
compensation falls just below the median.  

LADWP = $119.3K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

113 Matched Job Classes from IOU 
and POU Surveys
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$68.7K

$80.5K

$86.7K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $95.0K

$122.5K

$133.0K

$153.8K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $119.8K

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$198.1K

$232.7K

$353.3K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $197.6K
41 LADWP Class Codes

3,567 LADWP 
benchmarked employees1

62% of benchmarked 
employees

<$100,000 $100,000- $175,000 >$175,000

38 LADWP Class Codes

392 LADWP benchmarked 
employees1

7% of benchmarked 
employees

34 LADWP Class Codes

1,759 LADWP benchmarked 
employees1

31% of benchmarked 
employees

Pay by market salary plus bonus/incentive pay band
Calendar 2019

Base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay: By pay band
LADWP’s salaries rank lower relative to peers when bonus/incentives are 
included in the market data.

Commentary

• For those market job classes with 
salary plus bonus/incentive pay less 
than $100,000, LADWP employees 
are above the market 75th percentile.

• LADWP employees are positioned at 
the 25th percentile for job classes with 
salaries between $100,000 and 
$175,000 (the lowest end of the 
market).

• For those job classes greater than 
$175,000, LADWP is positioned at 
the 25th percentile of the market.

Source: LADWP; utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis
1. 183 IT employees are in DDRs that were matched to more than 1 industry job description, as is industry standard, resulting in number of benchmarked employees totaling 5,718 vs the actual incumbents of 5,444 – this has no statistically significant impact. 
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Total cash compensation for GM and Direct Reports
LADWP’s seven-member executive team ranks below the 25th percentile after 
considering bonus/incentives offered by peers.

GM and Direct Reports compensation against IOU peers
7 executives, Calendar 2019

Commentary

• Base salaries for LADWP’s Executive 
Management job classes rank just 
above the 25th percentile - - note the 
tight distribution between 1st and 3rd

quartiles with only $14,000 separating 
the two.

• LADWP’s competitive position in 
terms of compensation declines (to 
40% below the market median, on 
average) when incentives are 
considered (e.g., bonus incentives 
are often used by peers).

• The median bonus at peers was 
$195.2K or about 61% of base salary. 

Note: GM and direct reports position-weighted median based on 7 incumbents in three job classes at LADWP (151, 9759 and 9998)
Source: LADWP, utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$311.3K

$321.7K

$325.4K

Base salary

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $312.7K

$489.2K

$516.9K

$524.6K

Base plus bonus/incentive pay

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $312.7K
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Salary structure: Highest and lowest paid job classifications
Overall, LADWP has a flatter cash compensation structure than its peers: 
LADWP has a much lower ratio of highest to lowest median compensation 
(by job classification) than its utility peers.

LADWP Utility Peers

Compensation measure Base Plus
Bonus/Incentive

Base 
Salary

Base Plus 
Bonus/Incentive

Highest LADWP job classification: 
General Manager & Chief Engineer Water & Power

$400,019 $470,330 $842,832

Lowest LADWP job classification: CUSTODIAN $60,094 $41,521 $41,521

Ratio of compensation: highest to lowest job classification 6.7x 11.3x 20.3x

Source: LADWP, utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis

Comparison of salary structure (all Median values)
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Base salaries: Comparison to 2016 study
Similar to the 2016 Study, LADWP has a position-weighted median base 
salary that falls near median among peers.

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary – 2016 vs current study
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP median base 
salary increased from 
$99.5K to $119.3K.

• LADWP relative position 
has gone down and 
moved near median 
relative to peers.

• Using 2014/2015 data, 
LADWP was 10.1% 
above median; with 2019 
data, LADWP now falls 
0.2% below median.

• In the 4 years between 
studies, the matched, 
position weighted 
median for base salary 
increased 4.36% per 
year.

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$70.7K

$90.4K

$122.2K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $99.5K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$82.6K

$119.6K

$163.2K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $119.3K

Current Study2016 Study

+4 years
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Base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay: Comparison to 2016 study
Similar to the 2016 Study results, after including bonus/incentive pay in the market 
data, LADWP has position-weighted compensation that falls at median relative to 
peers.
Position-weighted median annual employee base salary plus bonus/incentive pay 
– 2016 vs current study
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP median base 
salary increased from 
$99.5K to $119.3K.

• Relative position is 
nearly unchanged as 
similar increase occurred 
for the panel companies.

• Using 2014/2015 data, 
LADWP’s was 0.3% 
below median; using 
2019 data, LADWP falls 
8.1% below median.Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$73.5K

$99.8K

$140.7K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $99.5K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$84.5K

$129.8K

$196.7K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $119.3K

Current Study2016 Study

+4 years
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<$100K pay band for base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay; comparison to 2016 study
For this band, LADWP moved higher relative to the peer set and remains in the 4th

quartile.

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary plus bonus/incentive pay for <$100k band – 2016 
vs current study
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP median base 
salary increased from 
$86.2K to $94.7K.

• LADWP’s relative 
position moved higher to 
near the top of peers.

• In the 2016 study, 
LADWP was 1.9% above 
the 3rd quartile; with the 
updated study, LADWP 
now falls 9.2% above the 
3rd quartile.Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$62.1K

$73.5K

$84.6K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $86.2K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$68.7K

$80.5K

$86.7K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $94.7K

Current Study2016 Study

+4 years
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$100k-175k pay band for base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay; comparison to 2016 study
Since the last review, this segment of jobs has moved lower relative to peers and is now 1st

quartile. LADWP has become somewhat less competitive against the market in the middle 
band. 

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary for $100k-175k band – 2016 vs current study
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP median base 
salary plus bonus/ 
incentive increased from 
$114.2K to $119.8K.

• Relative position has 
moved lower, moving 
from 2nd to 1st quartile.

• In 2016, LADWP was 
7% below median while 
it is now 10% below 
median.

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$111.3K

$122.7K

$136.4K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $114.2K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$122.5K

$133.0K

$153.8K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $119.8K

Current Study2016 Study

+4 years
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>$175k pay band for base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay; comparison to 2016 study
The highest band of salaries remains low compared to peers (1st quartile). LADWP has lost 
ground against the median among higher paid employees.

Position-weighted median annual employee base salary plus bonus/incentive pay for >$175k band
2016 vs current study
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP median base 
salary plus bonus/ 
incentive increased from 
$181.0K to $197.6K.

• Relative to peers, 
LADWP’s quartile 
position is unchanged 
from previous study.

• In 2016, LADWP was 
10% below median while 
it is now 15% below 
median. 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$181.7K

$201.6K

$291.0K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $181.0K
Source: LADWP; Mercer analysis of compensation for matched job classes from IOU and POU salary surveys

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$198.1K

$232.7K

$353.3K

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $197.6.0K

Current Study2016 Study

+4 years



Retirement Benefits
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Further details on the methodology and peer utility comparison panel for retirement benefits is shown in Appendix 2.

Retirement benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer used an industry standard methodology to analyze the “normal” cost 
of retirement benefits for LADWP versus its peers.

• To generate the “normalized” workforce retirement benefit cost for LADWP,  Mercer used the following methodology 
(consistent with the 2016 Study):
– Calculate the “normal” retirement benefit cost (i.e., inclusive of costs due to additional service, pay, age, and interest) of the 

benchmarked job classifications.
– Weight values, based on the number of employee participants in either Tier 1 or Tier 2, to determine a weighted average 

total cost.
– Comparisons were also made purely for Tier 1 employees and Tier 2 employees, as positioning is significantly different 

under the two programs.
• This analysis is based on a “normal” cost for LADWP and each of the peers (and should not be compared with the annual 

actuarial valuation of pension cost).
• Mercer used the benchmark salary data to calculate the “normal” cost from retirement programs for the peer utilities.

Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$12.6K

$14.7K

$17.3K

LADWP: $21.5K 

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$11.9K

$15.0K

$17.5K

Lowest

Highest

Overall retirement benefits costs: key findings
LADWP’s retirement benefits costs are in the 4th quartile relative to IOU and 
POU peers.

Average retirement benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• Overall, LADWP’s average retirement benefits 
cost is in the 4th quartile relative to IOU and POU 
peers.

• LADWP retirement positioning increased 
(primarily related to the Tier 1 population) 
compared to the analysis in 2016:

– Demographic changes (increases in 
age/service) in the Tier 1 plan population result 
in large accruals close to retirement.

– Peer median benefits (as % of pay) have 
decreased.

• Tier 2 costs are much lower relative to Tier 1 as 
shown on the following page.

• Unlike many peers, LADWP does not offer an 
employer-funded defined contribution plan, which 
could be considered for Tier 2.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate, agreed upon by stakeholders, panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs).
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$12.9K

$14.8K

$17.7K

LADWP: $31.0K Tier 1, $0.1K Tier 2

Lowest

Highest

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$15.8K

$19.1K

$19.7K

Lowest

Highest

Retirement benefits costs: Tier 1 vs Tier 2
LADWP’s retirement benefits costs are much lower for Tier 2 compared to 
Tier 1.

Average retirement benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP’s average retirement benefits cost is in the 
4th quartile relative to IOU and POU peers for Tier 1, 
and 1st quartile for Tier 2.

• Tier 2 costs are much lower relative to Tier 1 given 
Tier 2’s higher required employee contribution, lower 
benefit formula, and demographics:

– Smaller accruals in early years (generally Tier 2 
participants) compared to larger accruals closer 
to retirement age (generally Tier 1) are features 
of a final average pay defined benefit plan.

– To further illustrate how demographics impact the 
retirement value, if we determined the Tier 2 
retirement benefit using Tier 1 employee 
demographics, the Tier 2 amount would be 
$19.5K (in 4th quartile of Tier 1 IOU Panel and 3rd

quartile of Tier 1 POU Panel).

– Over time, a greater portion of LADWP’s 
workforce will be covered by the Tier 2 pension.

IOU Panel - Tier 1 POU Panel - Tier 1

Note: Comparisons were made against separate, agreed upon by stakeholders, panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs).
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

$7.8K

$9.3K

$10.3K

Lowest

Highest

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$0.5K

$0.8K

$6.8K

Lowest

Highest

IOU Panel - Tier 2 POU Panel - Tier 2
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$14.0K

$16.0K

$18.0K

LADWP: $14.5K 

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$13.0K

$14.0K

$18.0K

Lowest

Highest

Retirement benefits costs: comparison to 2016 Study
LADWP’s retirement benefits costs have increased; LADWP moved from the 
2nd to 4th quartile in the IOU panel and 3rd to 4th in the POU panel.
Average retirement benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

2016 Study 2016 Study

Note: Comparisons were made against separate, agreed upon by stakeholders, panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs). As indicated on pages 26 and 28, pension 
benefits are affected by demographics and changes already negotiated in 2013 are expected to provide additional cost containment.

Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$12.6K

$14.7K

$17.3K

LADWP: $21.5K 

Current Study

LADWP: $14.5K 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$11.9K

$15.0K

$17.5K

Current Study

LADWP: $21.5K 

IOU Panel POU Panel

+4 years +4 years

In the 4 years between studies, the 
average cost per employee increased 

9.71% per year
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Retirement benefits costs: Tier 1 movement from 2016 Study
LADWP’s Tier 1 retirement benefits costs have increased relative to both 
peer panels.
Average retirement benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Note: Comparisons were made against separate, agreed upon by stakeholders, panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs). Methodology provided in Appendix 2.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

Aggregate Tier 1 Tier 2

2016 Study Current 2016 Study Current 2016 Study Current

LADWP $14.5K $21.5K $15.9K $31.0K $0.1K $0.1K

IOU Median $16.0K $14.7K

POU Median $14.0K $15.0K

2015 2019

EOY Age 44 48

EOY Service 19 23

Salary $141,600 $159,300

Accrual $5,000 $6,000

PV Factor 5.295 6.701

Retirement benefit cost (net of employee contributions) $17,800 $30,700

Example of LADWP retirement benefit cost for sample employee
Illustrates increase in cost for Tier 1 employee

Commentary

• While the average Tier 2 retirement benefits cost 
for LADWP remained relatively constant from 
the 2016 Study, the average Tier 1 cost 
increased significantly.

• Accruals for Tier 1 participants are larger than in 
2016, as the average age has increased (it is a 
closed group with no new entrants).

– As participants get closer to retirement, the 
present value factor increases (given the 
shorter discounting period), and the impact of 
pay increases is more pronounced

– The example on the left illustrates how the 
cost increases for a Tier 1 participant over 
four years



Health and Other Benefits
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Further details on the methodology and peer utility comparison panel for retirement benefits is shown in Appendix 3.

Health and other benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer used an industry standard methodology to benchmark health and 
other benefits costs for LADWP versus its peers.

• Mercer took the following steps to generate the benefits cost of LADWP (~$28,300 average value):

− We sorted the census data to use only the employees whose positions were being valued in the 
compensation and retirement segments of the analysis (for consistency; 5,085 employees).

− Each health and ancillary benefit option (including retiree health benefits) was evaluated separately, net of 
applicable employee contributions, with the results then added to get a total active health net benefits cost.

− Time-off benefits (vacation, personal days, sick days and short-term disability) are assumed to be included 
in annual base salary compensation.

• LADWP’s costs were compared against similar programs for 26 peer utilities to provide market benchmarks, 
split into separate panels of investor-owned and publicly-owned utilities.  

− The same peer utilities were used for the retirement benefits benchmarking and the health/other benefits 
benchmarking.
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Average health care and other benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organization, IOU and POU

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$15.8K

$17.9K

$19.7K

LADWP: $28.3K 

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$14.9K

$18.3K

$22.4K

Lowest

Highest

Health and other benefits costs: Key findings
LADWP’s costs are in the 4th quartile compared to peers, driven by higher 
active and retiree medical costs.

Commentary

• Costs reflect medical, dental, life 
insurance, long-term disability, and 
post-employment medical programs.

• Active and retiree medical costs 
compose over 90% of total health and 
other benefit costs.

• Contributing factors to higher relative 
medical costs for LADWP are much 
higher company subsidies for both 
active and retiree medical costs.

• There is no material variance in 
average annual healthcare trends 
from one region of the US to another.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate representative panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 
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Average health care and other benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organization, IOU and POU

Health and other benefits costs: Comparison to 2016 study
LADWP health costs remain 4th quartile. LADWP’s costs have grown much faster than both 
peer panels (driven by a 32% rise in active and retiree medical costs). Median costs for peers 
have stayed the same. Benefit costs have increased. However, the peer panels have lowered 
relative subsidy levels since the prior study while LADWP has remained constant for Actives 
and increased for Retirees.

Note: Comparisons were made against separate representative panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$16.0K

$18.0K

$20.0K

LADWP: $22.1K 

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$17.0K

$18.0K

$19.0K

Lowest

Highest

2016 Study 2016 Study

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$15.8K

$17.9K

$22.4K

LADWP: $28.3K 

Current Study

LADWP: $22.1K 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$14.9K

$18.3K

$22.4K

Current Study

LADWP: $28.3K 

IOU Panel POU Panel

+4 years +4 years

In the 4 years between studies, the 
average cost per employee increased 

5.99% per year
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LADWP net medical cost summary for active employees
The Anthem Blue Cross HMO and Owens Valley plans have the highest costs.

Medical Plan
# of 

Employees
Gross Annual 

Premium
Employee 

Contributions
Net Employer 

Cost
Annual Net Cost 

per Employee
Kaiser HMO 2,291 $39,535,000 $0 $39,535,000 $17,300 

United Healthcare HMO 213 $4,607,000 $488,000 $4,119,000 $19,300 

United Healthcare PPO 111 $2,163,000 $119,000 $2,044,000 $18,400 

Anthem Blue Cross HMO* 2,000 $43,241,000 $0 $43,241,000 $21,600 

Anthem Blue Cross PPO* 307 $6,955,000 $397,000 $6,558,000 $21,400 

Subtotals – greater LA 4,922 $96,501,000 $1,004,000 $95,497,000 $19,400

United Healthcare PPO
(Owens Valley) 17 $500,000 $0 $500,000 $29,400 

Anthem Blue Cross PPO* 
(Owens Valley) 146 $6,788,000 $0 $6,788,000 $46,500 

Totals 5,085 $103,789,000 $1,004,000 $102,785,000 $20,200

Notes: Owens Valley is a remote area with a limited population, smaller number of healthcare facilities and less competition among providers to help keep costs under control.  There are also no 
HMO plan options available. Accordingly, LADWP covers the total premium costs for Owens Valley employees.

Net Active Medical Plan Costs for All Plans: Annual Premium
LADWP weighted annual per employee average cost (annual premium / # of employees) is $20,200

* These plans are sponsored by IBEW  



Sum of Compensation
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Benchmarking results
LADWP vs peer organizations

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
$85K

$130K

$197K

LADWP: $28.3K 

Base salary plus 
bonus/incentive pay

Lowest

Highest

$13K

$15K

$17K

Retirement
benefits

$16K

$18K

$20K

Health and 
other benefits

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$118K

$163K

$230K

Total Compensation

LADWP: $119.3K LADWP: $21.5K LADWP: $169.1K 
13 peer investor-owned utilities113 matched Job Classes 

using data from 4 compensation surveys 
having over 400 utility participants

Illustrative 
and 

Directional

Source: Joint Study of LADWP Total Compensation; Mercer analysis
Note: median retirement and health/other benefit costs added to compensation quartiles

Sum of compensation: IOU-related
Base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay, retirement benefits, and health & other benefits
Companies have focused on managing broadly across all forms of compensation. LADWP 
falls around the median when all forms of compensation analyzed in this study are used to 
arrive at a Total Compensation figure.
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Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Benchmarking results
LADWP vs peer organizations

LADWP: $28.3K 

Base salary plus 
bonus/incentive pay

Retirement
benefits

Health and 
other benefits Total Compensation

LADWP: $119.3K LADWP: $21.5K LADWP: $169.1K 
13 peer publicly-owned utilities113 matched Job Classes 

using data from 4 compensation surveys 
having over 400 utility participants

Illustrative 
and 

Directional

Source: Joint Study of LADWP Total Compensation; Mercer analysis
Note: median retirement and health/other benefit costs added to compensation quartiles

Sum of compensation: POU-related
Base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay, retirement benefits, and health & other benefits
LADWP falls around the median when all forms of compensation analyzed in this study are 
used to arrive at a Total Compensation figure.

$85K

$130K

$197K

Lowest

Highest

$12K

$15K

$18K

$15K

$18K

$22K

$118K

$163K

$230K
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Benchmarking results for Total Compensation – comparison of 2014/2015 and 2019 data
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU panels

Illustrative 
and 

Directional

Source: Joint Study of LADWP Total Compensation; Mercer analysis
Note: median retirement and health/other benefit costs added to compensation quartiles

Sum of compensation: Comparison to 2016 study
Updated results are similar to the previous study. LADWP’s total compensation remains just 
above the peer medians overall.

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$108K

$134K

$175K

LADWP: $136.1K 

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$106K

$132K

$173K

Lowest

Highest

2016 Study 2016 Study

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$118K

$163K

$230K

LADWP: $169.1K 

Current Study

LADWP: $136.1K 

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$118K

$163K

$230K

Current Study

LADWP: $169.1K 

IOU Panel POU Panel

+4 years +4 years

In the 4 years between studies, the 
median for total compensation increased 

5.24% per year



Link to and Support of Recommendations in 
Phase 2 -- Functional Total Cost Study
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Linkage between Update of LADWP Total Compensation and 
Functional Total Cost Study (2020)
• In 2020, OPA and LADWP jointly completed a Functional Total Cost Study of the utility. LADWP’s 

Executive Team with the support of OPA developed 17 recommendations, including 5 
recommendations for initial focus. 

• This Update of LADWP Total Compensation provides further insight and support of recommendations, 
especially in the following areas: 

– ITS improvement

– Staffing and overtime usage

– LADWP management-related issues

– Power Distribution improvement

– Operations support functions improvement

Detail on these linkages are provided for these areas in this section

DRAT AND CONFIDENTIAL
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Employees, PP&E (net of depreciation) and customer count
2015, IOUs and POUs (bubble size represents customer count)

Employees and net Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E)
Although not as large as the biggest electric IOUs in the country, LADWP is significantly 
larger than many peer IOUs and most, if not all, POUs
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Large utility peers of LADWP have focused significantly on management related issues, technology staff, and staffing and 
overtime usage highlighted in the findings and conclusions in this study

Source: Company 10K, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, LADWP Monthly Staffing report June 2015, CA City Data, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Management Value Proposition*: Develop and implement a new value proposition for executives and all 
levels of management – address roles and responsibilities, career progression, total compensation (including 
base compensation, appropriate incentives, and benefits). Develop an equitable incentive system for 
management and staff

Management Alignment and Development: Evolve senior staff more to manage a complex and very 
large utility business. Encourage increased collaboration among executives to drive the modernization. Align 
Executive Team on priorities and necessary actions to modernize LADWP. Focus on shared goals among the 
senior leaders. Better develop LADWP’s managers by addressing leadership, roles and responsibilities, 
teaming across organization, and managing using metrics.  Cascade development efforts to first line managers. 
Help all managers to drive necessary shifts in behaviors, culture, and work practices   

Support of Current Three-Year ITS Program*: Provide guidance on staffing plans, hiring practices, job 
descriptions, and total compensation for IT professionals. Use this study’s conclusions on underspending and 
understaffing in IT to support the Three-Year ITS Roadmap

Key HR Processes: Review and redesign key HR processes including hiring, staffing, advancement and 
training employees; address internal LADWP issues as well as interfaces 
with City Personnel. Consider reprioritization of human resources spend to support necessary staffing; perform 
an organizational study of HR function to possibly consolidate functions

Power Distribution: Improve work planning and productivity, especially new 
business, replacement capital programs, outage response, and compliance and maintenance activities. Focus 
on people, including understaffed areas, organization, and processes. 
Determine key drivers of O&M cost in Power Distribution. Seek to understand and 
explain 4th quartile O&M expense position versus peers, but difficulty in completing 
planned work. Help support increasing staff levels or reallocating resources 

* Recommendations supporting ongoing initiatives at LADWP

Use the insight and capability of LADWP’s staff to design and put into practice improvement 
initiatives. Let the LADWP staff create the improvement and change

Total Functional Cost Study (2020): five recommendations for initial focus
Based on consensus of LADWP Executive Team and supported by OPA

Improve

Enable

Evolve

Monitor
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Total Functional Cost Study (2020): consolidated descriptions of all recommendations

A

IMPROVE CORE UTILITY

C

EVOLVE MANAGEMENT

1

Power Distribution: Develop improvement initiatives focused on work 
planning and productivity, especially new business, replacement 
capital programs, outage response, and compliance and maintenance 
activities. Determine key drivers of O&M cost in Power Distribution

1

Management Alignment and Development : Evolve senior and 
middle management staff more to manage a complex and very large 
utility business

2
Water T&D: Determine key drivers of O&M cost in Water 
Transmission & Distribution. Refresh planning/budget goals and 
assumptions

2
Utility-level Metrics: Use a smaller set of executive-level Department-
wide metrics (6 to 8) to manage LADWP

3
Customer Service: Address 4th quartile costs, especially with 
Water service, and customer experience improvement needs 3

(*) Mgmt. Value Proposition: Develop and implement a new value 
proposition for executives and all levels of management – address 
roles and responsibilities, career progression, and total compensation 

4
Capital Spend: Ensure LADWP is getting “bang-for-the-buck” with 
capital spending in both the industry leading Power and Water
modernization programs

4
(*) Labor-related Resources: Begin to address difficult questions on 
optimizing spending on internal labor and third-party resources

B

ENABLE MODERNIZATION

D

MONITOR PROGRESS

1

(*) Key HR Processes: Review and redesign key HR processes 
including hiring, staffing, advancement and training employees; 
address internal LADWP issues as well as interface with City 
Personnel

1

Employee Engagement: Engage all employees of LADWP; listen to 
them and encourage them to contribute. Develop and launch a formal 
employee engagement and follow-up program

2

Integrated Human Resources Plan: Hire and staff to meet LADWP’s 
goals. Develop a comprehensive, realistic, and utility-wide Integrated 
Human Resources Plan (IHRP) to support appropriate levels of 
increased hiring

2

Utility-wide Functional Benchmarking: Enhance the use of both (1) 
Department-wide and (2) functional-level benchmarking across 
LADWP

3
Understaffed Areas: Perform deep dive examining staffing issues in 
specific functions across the organization 3

Periodic Utility-wide Studies: Conduct periodic comprehensive 
utility-wide performance and benchmarking reviews

4
Support Current Three-Year ITS Program: Provide guidance on 
staffing plan, hiring practices, job descriptions, and total compensation 
for IT professionals

4
Regulatory Accounts: Provide better industry standard financial 
information in the future

5

Operations Support Functions: Improve internal customer service 
and cost effectiveness. Immediate focus on effectiveness of 
Purchasing. Secondary focus on Fleet, Facilities, and Security due to 
service improvement potential and high cost

Recommendations supporting 
ongoing initiatives at LADWP

(*) indicates recommendation that requires close coordination with and participation of the City (e.g. City Council, Mayor, Personnel Dept.)

Initial Focus 
Areas
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Total Functional Cost Study (2020): LADWP’s next steps

By the end of Fiscal Year 2020/2021:
1. Improve power distribution: Focus on multiple priorities that require the same skilled employees 

but current approach cannot keep up with the competing work (new business, outage management, 
capital replacement/modernization, compliance/maintenance). Address the plans, people, and 
execution to modernize:
• Work with key stakeholders to define overarching KPIs to bring forward actions previously deemed infeasible, 

including impediments related to working time restrictions, HR, IT, MOU, and funding processes
• Identify areas where Personnel/CAO/CLA actions or agreement are needed to address progress. 

2. Further develop the human resources processes to support long-term goals
• Evaluate short-run LADWP internal initiatives for effectuating change to better support hiring and staffing. 

Address potential missing utility expertise in specialty skills (e.g., IT)
• Create partnership with City Personnel to address hiring challenges that are controlled by the civil service 

process
3. Use the Functional Total Cost Study to support the ITS Program: Use this Study to help guide 

ITS funding, opportunities, and modernization. Consider staffing plans, hiring practices, job 
descriptions, and total compensation for IT professionals. Use the Study’s conclusions on 
underspending and understaffing in IT to support ITS initiatives

4. Continue to evolve management at LADWP: Improve management alignment through 
development. Start with a program focused on LADWP’s senior team. Cascade development efforts 
to all levels of management at LADWP

5. Improve the management value proposition at LADWP: Develop and implement a new value 
proposition for executives and all levels of management – address roles and responsibilities, career 
progression, and compensation 
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Information Technology: Linkages between Total Compensation and Total Functional Cost
The update suggests LADWP significantly lags the market in both compensation and 
potentially in skill development 
Conclusions and recommendations from Total Functional Cost Study (2020); Recommendation B.4

• LADWP lags technology adoption and use
• LADWP has below median spending, below median staffing in key areas, and key skill gaps in IT
• There is a major opportunity to build upon best practices to create a modern utility IT function at LADWP, 

while ensuring sound choices on a possible 80% increase in IT spending on staff and services

Additional information provided by Update of Total Compensation Study

• LADWP’s total compensation for IT-related positions lags the market; LADWP falls in the 1st quartile overall
• For 15 IT positions matched and evaluated, LADWP falls in the 1st quartile for 14 positions, with entry-level IT 

the only one falling above median
• Furthermore, the market suggests that key IT positions have specialized skills and experience (e.g., 

testing/QA, see p. 45). LADWP fills these specialized roles using jobs that describe more general IT skillsets
• Discussions with ITS during the matching processes suggested that LADWP is challenged in filling IT 

positions with employees with appropriate skills (e.g., impacts of civil service process requirements)

Staffing and compensation in IT at LADWP need attention. LADWP appears to have the need to address 
multiple issues: compensation levels, hiring and promotional processes within IT, job classification/DDR 
development for IT, and establishing processes within IT to add specialized skills or exempt positions
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Total cash compensation for IT Positions
LADWP’s IT team ranks roughly 30% below the median after considering 
bonus/incentives offered by IOU peers.

IT compensation against IOU peers
15 IT jobs, Calendar 2019

Commentary

• Base salaries for LADWP’s IT job 
classes rank near the 1st / 2nd quartile  
border.

• LADWP’s competitive position 
declines (to 29% below the market 
median) as incentives are considered 
(e.g., bonus incentives are often used 
by peers).

Note: IT position-weighted median based on 15 positions covering 306 employees at LADWP; CIO peer set from salary survey unlike memo provided to OPA in January 2021 which was using 15 top IOUs  
Source: LADWP, utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis
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$140.3K

$171.9K

$200.3K

Base salary

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $146.0K

$159.4K

$206.3K

$254.1K

Base plus bonus/incentive pay

Lowest

Highest

LADWP = $146.0K
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IT: base salaries plus bonus/incentive pay for key IT positions
All but one matched job – an entry level role – for LADWP positions are in 
the 1st quartile relative to peers

IT Lead: Chief Information Officer (CIO)
LADWP Salary: $276k

Peer range: $396k - $556k

Exempt

MEA

IBEW

Note: Peer range is for Total Annual Compensation with bottom at 25th percentile and top at 75th percentile
Source: LADWP, utility industry salary surveys from Mercer; Mercer analysis

Info Systems Manager
LADWP Salary: $186k

Peer range: $212k - $291k

Lead Manger PMO
LADWP Salary: $163k

Peer range: $203k - $261k

Chief Info Security Officer (CISO)
LADWP Salary: $201k

Peer range: $317k - $425k

Sr. Systems Analyst
LADWP Salary: $121k

Peer range: $124k - $152k

Systems Programmer
LADWP Salary: $142k

Peer range: $177k - $239k

Systems Analyst
LADWP Salary: $93k

Peer range: $115k - $141k

Programmer Analyst
LADWP Salary: $118k

Peer range: $132k - $168k

DataBase Architect
LADWP Salary: $146k

Peer range: $185k - $238k

Applications Programmer
LADWP Salary: $94k

Peer range: $81k - $101k

Cyber Security
LADWP Salary: $144k

Peer range: $153k - $193k

Program/Project Manager
LADWP Salary: $157k

Peer range: $172k - $218k

IT Systems Tester / QA
LADWP Salary: $157k

Peer range: $204k - $261k
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Q3

Adv Data Analytics Staff
LADWP Salary: $186k

Peer range: $252k - $335k

Bus. Process Consultant
LADWP Salary: $145k

Peer range: $233k - $305k

Q1

Q1

Q1

The market has determined that these IT positions have 
specialized skills and experience. LADWP fills these specialized 

roles using jobs that describe more general IT skillsets

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

LADWP quartile result for 
job as compared to market
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Staffing and overtime: Linkages between Total Compensation and Total Functional Cost
The update highlights further the hiring and staffing issues facing LADWP

Conclusions and recommendations from Total Functional Cost Study (2020)

• LADWP uses an internal-labor intensive model: relative to peers, LADWP uses far more internal labor than non-labor resources for
both capital and O&M. Significant additional hiring will be needed under LADWP’s labor-intensive business model to meet goals

• Understaffed Areas: Perform deep dive examining staffing issues in specific functions across the organization, including Power 
Distribution and IT (Recommendation B.3)

• Key HR Processes: Review and redesign key HR processes including hiring, staffing, advancement and training employees; address 
internal LADWP issues as well as interface with City Personnel (Recommendation B.2)

• Integrated Human Resources Plan: Hire and staff to meet LADWP’s goals. Develop a comprehensive, realistic, and utility-wide 
Integrated Human Resources Plan (IHRP) to support appropriate levels of increased hiring (Recommendation B.3)

• Labor-related Resources: No apparent mechanism exists to translate high overtime use at LADWP into analysis and actions that 
increase staffing in those functions. Begin to address difficult questions on optimizing spending on internal labor, additional hiring, and 
the use of third-party resources (Recommendation C.4)

Additional information provided by Update of Total Compensation Study
• Based on the comparison of employee Census information, OT represents a growing portion of total compensation at LADWP
• OT pay is concentrated in Power and Water operational functions resulting in ~10% of the company earning 38% of total OT pay
• Presentations to the Board in 2021 have further highlighted understaffing issues in both Power Distribution and IT
• Board presentations have also highlighted the need to evaluate short-run LADWP internal initiatives for effectuating change to better 

support hiring and staffing, as well as creating better partnerships with City Personnel to address hiring challenges that are controlled 
by the civil service process

The Update of the Total Compensation Study provides more support to the conclusion that providing talent for LADWP’s internal 
labor-focused business model may represent the most important strategic issue facing LADWP
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Base / annualized base and OT / cash over base changes
In all cases, OT has driven increases in total cash compensation. OT represents 
an increasing percentage of total compensation
OT to total cash compensation – aggregate 
2016 and current study, $M

Base and OT per employee; annualized base and cash over matched positions1

2016 and current study, $’000

248

157

826

1,259

OT

983

1,011

2016 Study Current Study

Base

+28%

Source: LADWP employee census (2016 Cash Compensation Study version), Oliver Wyman analysis
1. Position weighted matched median is output from methodology applied in Section 2 of this study. Note cash over base is more than 80% OT, which can be matched but not position weighted.

Total cash comp 
growth driven by 
OT increase of 

58% since 2015

OT 
represented 
16% of total 

comp

OT now 
represents 

20% of 
total comp

83.6
95.5

83.7
93.9

15.9

23.4

8.8

13.7

99.5

119.3

Average - 2016
Study

Average -
Current Study

Median - 2016
Study

Median - Current
Study

Position-wt.
match Median -

2016 Study

Position-wt.
match Median -
Current Study

Base OT Annualized Base

+80%

99.6

119.0

92.5

107.6

+19%
+16%

+20%

Total cash comp growth 
driven by OT increase 

of 47% since 2015
Total cash comp growth 
driven by OT increase 

of 56% since 2015

Excludes 
matched $7 
of cash over 

base

11

Excludes 
matched 

$12.5 of cash 
over base
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OT groups – highest to lowest OT earners
% of total OT, OT total is $248M from census

Percent of employees in groups
% (10,581 FTE included in study)

Top 500 OT earners Remaining 9,585

24%
14%

OT earners 
501-1,000

62%

Total

100%

91%

Total OT earners 501-1,000

5%5%

Remaining 9,585 Top 500 OT earners

100%

Source: LADWP employee census, Oliver Wyman analysis

38% of OT...

…is earned by 
10% of 

employees

Addressing overtime costs: Overtime pay
OT pay is concentrated in operational functions resulting in ~10% of the company 
earning 38% of total OT pay

The highest OT earners are in 
operational functions with the greatest 
concentration occurring in:
- T&D Line Crews & Management
- Water & Power Construction Crews
- Gen. Operations & Maintenance
- Water Operations & Maintenance
- Transformer & Substation Crews
- T&D System Operations
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Overtime groups – comparison of 2016 and current Study
Results are consistent over years for the three groups of OT earners

OT groups – highest to lowest OT earners Commentary

• The distribution has remained consistent 
within the 3 groups

59.3% 61.9%

15.3% 14.3%

25.4% 23.8%Top 500

501-1,000

Current Study2016 Study

Remaining staff

$157.4 $248.0

89.7% 90.6%

5.1% 4.7%
5.1% 4.7%

2016 Study Current Study

9,876 10,581

% of total OT % of employees per group

M M

Source: LADWP employee census (2016 Cash Compensation Study version), Oliver Wyman analysis
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Management: Linkages between Current Total Compensation and 2020 Total Functional Cost
The update suggests LADWP lags the market in compensation for senior and middle 
management employees by a wide margin

Conclusions and recommendations from Total Functional Cost Study (2020)

• Historic GM turnover; siloed organization; not enough effort to build and strengthen middle and lower-level management
• Unclear roles, responsibilities, & expectations of mid- and first line managers; diminished incentives to become and develop as a 

manager
• Growing use of incentive reward structure among POU peers (~30% have some incentives)
• Better align and develop LADWP’s managers: Evolve senior and middle management staff more to manage a complex and very 

large utility business. Encourage increased collaboration and shared goals among executives to drive the modernization. Better 
develop LADWP’s managers by addressing leadership, roles and responsibilities, teaming across organization, and managing using 
metrics(Recommendation C.1)

• Refresh the management value proposition at LADWP: Develop and implement a new value proposition for executives and all 
levels of management – address roles and responsibilities, career progression, and total compensation ((including base 
compensation, appropriate incentives, and benefits). Develop an equitable incentive system for management and staff 
(Recommendation C.3)

Additional information provided by Update of Total Compensation Study

• LADWP’s seven-member executive team ranks below the 25th percentile after considering bonus/incentives offered by peers.
• For 25 MEA positions evaluated, LADWP’s median base salary plus bonus/ incentive is $171.1K vs peers at $207.4K. This results 

in 1st quartile total compensation relative to the peer set.

The Update of Total Compensation supports moving ahead with the recommendations included in the Total 
Functional Cost Study and supported by LADWP’s management team and its Board
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Power Distribution: Linkages between Current Total Compensation and 2020 Total Functional Cost
The update suggests LADWP issues in Power Distribution revolve around planning, understaffing, 
and productivity and not compensation 

Conclusions and recommendations from Total Functional Cost Study (2020)

• Distribution is overwhelmed with work: capital replacement, new business, outage response, O&M, & compliance; Field 
management struggles

• Continuing hiring, retention, & skill issues; process & organization issues, including understaffing. Power does not have enough
staff to field the necessary number of crews to perform the work. 

• Significant increase in net staff most likely needed to effectively meet goals
• Power Distribution: Improve work planning and productivity, especially new business, replacement capital programs, outage 

response, and compliance and maintenance activities. Focus on people, including understaffed areas, organization, and 
processes.  Seek to understand and explain 4th quartile O&M expense position versus peers, but difficulty in completing 
planned work. Help support increasing staff levels or reallocating resources (Recommendation A.1) 

Additional information provided by Update of Total Compensation

• One of the critical positions in Power Distribution is Electric Mechanic. LADWP’s pay for this position is at median relative to
peers even though LADWP needs to attract substantial numbers of staff in this area

• OT in key areas within Power Distribution has grown further from already high levels. For the Electric Mechanic classification, 
OT has grown from 20.7% of compensation in the 2016 Study to 28.5% in the latest Census. Moreover, for the broader 
functional category of Distribution Line Crews and Management, OT has grown from 27.7% to 37.3% of compensation. This 
continued high level and growth of OT most likely reflects understaffing. 

• Recent presentations to the Board have also highlighted field staffing issues in Power Distribution. 
Building upon the recommendations of the Total Functional Cost Study, improvement in Power Distribution needs to address multiple factors; 
hiring of more experienced staff, pays levels plus a fresh look at field processes and organization. 
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Operations Support: Linkages between Current Total Compensation and 2020 Total Functional Cost
The Update suggests skill and cost issues that LADWP may have to address to evolve these support 
organizations

Conclusions and recommendations from Total Functional Cost Study (2020)

• Operations Support functions (e.g., Facilities, Fleet, Purchasing, Safety, Security, and Environmental) are driven by the needs of the Power and 
Water Systems. Nearly all provide service at a relatively high total cost relative to utility peers

• Operations Support Functions: Improve internal customer service and cost effectiveness (Recommendation B.5)
– Immediate focus on effectiveness of Purchasing and Materials Management (long cycle time; high cost)
– Secondary focus on Fleet, Facilities, and Security due to service improvement potential and high cost.
– Investigate opportunities in Environment and Safety (cost, compliance and reportables)

Additional information provided by Update of Total Compensation

• Some lower paid positions at LADWP are much higher paid than peers driving higher total functional costs
– In Facilities, pay for custodians and their supervisors is 4th quartile
– In Fleet Services, pay for regular and heavy equipment mechanics is 4th quartile
– In Purchasing and Materials Management, pay for storekeepers and warehouse workers is in the 4th  quartile

• Some more strategic positions at LADWP, where other utilities have invested to strengthen capabilities, lag the market
– In Purchasing, pay for buyers is in the 1st quartile
– In Environmental, compensation for matched jobs (primarily specialists) are all in the 1st quartile

• Security positions at LADWP are paid at the median. The high cost of the function appears to be driven by higher staffing levels and OT cost. OT 
cost increased from 28% to 47% of total cash compensation in the Census used for this update

• Paying higher than market for lower paid classifications promotes a flatter pay structure at LADWP (see p. 17)

In the future, LADWP will most likely need to transition Operations Support functions from “service providers” to “service managers” to balance service 
levels and cost. Most utilities periodically address performance and cost issues with operations and shared services.



OPA Supplemental Information
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Total employee-related costs1

Power and Water

Historical and forecast employee-related costs
Total LADWP employee costs for both power and water have trended upward reaching 
$1.85B in 2015. 

$597 $606 $643 $690 $779 $856 $845 $863 $872 $884 $913 $934
$1,051 $975 $1,004 $1,033

$115 $113 $117
$134

$157
$150 $146 $115 $143 $168 $198 $118

$126
$135 $137 $143

$91 $118
$150

$170
$175

$237 $357 $396
$440 $458

$489
$445

$479
$403 $386 $367

$223 $233
$240

$250

$264
$215

$266 $221
$188

$207
$247

$254

$278

$287 $313 $335

$1,027 $1,070
$1,150

$1,244

$1,375
$1,458

$1,614 $1,595
$1,643

$1,717

$1,847
$1,751

$1,934

$1,801 $1,840 $1,878
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 (n
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CAGR2

7.83%
CAGR
3.43%

CAGR
2.33%

Actual

Health

Retirement

1. Excludes the cost of daily exempts.
2. CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate
Note: Years denote fiscal year end  (e.g., 2009 ends June 2009)
Source: LADWP; Oliver Wyman analysis  

Cash compensation 
(excl. OT)

OT

Forecast during 
2016 rate action 

Approved  budget
(employee costs only

--other cost reductions are 
planned to offset 2017 

increase to rate forecasts)
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Census file comparisons (regular + exempt)
2016 and Current Study, $M

Daily Exempt Data ($M)
Base Salary, OT, and Health & Pension 71.5 86.9

Commentary

• From 2014/15 to CY2019, regular 
employee count increased from 9,876 to 
10,581

• Cost increase driven primarily by base 
and OT of regular employees with 4.9% 
and 11.3% CAGRs, respectively

– Modest contribution from Daily 
exempt & P/T

825.8
1,011.2

157.4

248.0
80.2

90.4

71.5

86.9

23.1

18.4

2014/15 2019

1,153.3

1,459.6

+26.6%

Cash Comp & Health & Pension for Daily Exempt
Total Other Adjustments
Other Cash Comp Add-ons
Cash OT
Base Salaries (total)

Source: 2014/15 and CY2019 Census files, OPA Supplemental information section of 2016 Joint Compensation Study, Oliver Wyman analysis 

Comparison of census files (2014/15 and 2019)
Total compensation has risen $286.5M (26.6%), including 770 more regular employees

Equates to a 
CAGR of 5.7%

Employee type

Total 
Cost 

CAGR

Cost per 
EE 

CAGR
Regular EE 5.8% 4.1%

Exempt EE 4.7% 4.1%

Total Employee 5.7% 4.1%
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LADWP census file detail (1 of 2)

Source: 2014/15 and CY2019 Census files, OPA Supplemental information section of 2016 Joint Compensation Study, Oliver Wyman analysis 
Note: In the CY2019 file, there were the following exclusions: 183 students, 15 receiving Schedule D payments and 877 who had $0 annual salary

Note:
Per Mercer provided benchmarking definition: Annual Salary for benchmarking = Annual Salary - Add-on Premium - Longevity Premium + Hazardous Pay + Standby Pay 
Census Data file contains 360 records with zero annual salaries 
**  "Other Pay" code for total Fringe Benefits was $32.80M,  $32.75M was for Health and Pension Payments to Daily Exempt Workers and the balance is being added to this line
*** This figure is from the Payroll Census File, "Other Pay" for payroll code 72, 94, & 95. It represents the majority of what is captured by "Other Pay" code # 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, & 13

Census File Component
# of LADWP 
Employees

Amount 
Paid to Employees

($M)

Annual Salary  *
for Benchmarking

($M)
# of LADWP 
Employees

Amount 
Paid to Employees

($M)

Annual Salary  *
for Benchmarking

($M)

Base Salaries 
Base Salaries for 202 Benchmarked DDRs 5,926          $480.0 $538.6 5,444             $518.2 $575.6
Base Salaries for non-benchmarked DDRs 3,950              $345.8 $384.3 5,137                  $493.0 519                               

Subtotal: Base Salaries 9,876             $825.8 $922.9 10,581               $1,011.2 $1,094.8

Cash Overtime $157.4 $248.0

Other Cash Compensation Add-ons
Hazardous Pay $0.0 $0.0
Stand-by Pay $0.5 $1.1
Longevity Add-on $11.3 $13.3
Other Add-on $6.6 $8.7

Other Cash Compensation Add-ons $18.4 $23.1

Other Adjustments
Employee Other Pay Adj (MOU Required)

UNUSED 5.7B             $11.6 $13.0
UNUSED SK PAY                     $10.9 $12.3
PREMIUM TIME, HOLIDAY             $3.1 $3.3
1 OVERTIME MEAL               $4.8 $6.8
MEALS, BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER $2.5 $2.7
SUPPL UNUSED SK                                 $1.3 $1.7
P.M. SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL, REGULAR TIME $1.2 $1.3
PREMIUM TIME, HOLIDAY EQUIVALENT $1.1 $1.2
TRANSPORTATION SUBSIDY                                      $1.1 $1.1
MISCELLANEOUS EMPLOYEE OTHER PAY $7.6 $10.5

Employees Other Pay Adj $45.1 $54.0
     

                                              
                                                       

                          
                                                   

                                                        
                                                       

                                                    
         

  

                                      

   

                    

      

       

   
(For the Period from January 2019 thru 

December 2019)

   
(For the Period from October 2014 thru 

September 2015)

   

Regular Employees
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LADWP census file detail (2 of 2)

Source: 2014/15 and CY2019 Census files, OPA Supplemental information section of 2016 Joint Compensation Study, Oliver Wyman analysis 
Note: In the CY2019 file, there were the following exclusions: 183 students, 15 receiving Schedule D payments and 877 who had $0 annual salary

Note:
Per Mercer provided benchmarking definition: Annual Salary for benchmarking = Annual Salary - Add-on Premium - Longevity Premium + Hazardous Pay + Standby Pay 
Census Data file contains 360 records with zero annual salaries 
**  "Other Pay" code for total Fringe Benefits was $32.80M,  $32.75M was for Health and Pension Payments to Daily Exempt Workers and the balance is being added to this line
*** This figure is from the Payroll Census File, "Other Pay" for payroll code 72, 94, & 95. It represents the majority of what is captured by "Other Pay" code # 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, & 13

Census File Component
# of LADWP 
Employees

Amount 
Paid to Employees

($M)

Annual Salary  *
for Benchmarking

($M)
# of LADWP 
Employees

Amount 
Paid to Employees

($M)

Annual Salary  *
for Benchmarking

($M)

  
                            
                                                                   

                              

 

   
 

 
 

 
   

 
     

              
                       

               
                 

    
                                   

     
   

                                       
   

   
     

                                              
                                                       

                          
                                                   

                                                        
                                                       

                                                    
         

  

                                      

   

                    

      

       

   
(For the Period from January 2019 thru 

December 2019)

   
(For the Period from October 2014 thru 

September 2015)

   

Regular Employees

  
   

 
  

   
    

 
  

   
 

  
                            
                                                                   

                              

 

   
 

 
 

 
   

 
     

              
                       

               
                 

    
                                   

     
   

                                       
   

   
Non-discretionary, Post-retirement and Other One-time Payments
DISABILITY WORK DAY (Reimbursed by Disability Fund )                                        $13.4 $14.3
RETRO PAY TX (MEA Prior Years COLA Retro Pay )                                               $5.1 $2.7
WORKERS COMPENSATION WORK DAY EXTENDED                      $3.9 $3.1
VACATION 10A (Post Retirement )                                                $2.6 $2.2
RET OPTION D (Post Retirement, Payroll Codes MR01 + MR02 )                                               $2.3 $5.8
MOU % ADJ (Post Retirement )                                                   $1.3 $0.9
VAC DEF COMP (Post Retirement )                                                $1.3 $2.6
**MISCELLANEOUS NON-DISCRETIONARY AND ONE-TIME PAYMENTS $5.2 $4.9     

Payments $35.1 $36.4

Total Other Adjustments $80.2 $90.4

$1,081.7 $1,372.7

Base Salaries 884                $37.6 904                     $47.7

Overtime $5.6 $6.4

***Health and Pension Payments $28.3 $32.7

$71.5 $86.9

Grand Total 10,760        $1,153.3 11,485           $1,459.6

Daily Exempt Construction Workers & Part-time Employees

Total for Daily Exempt Construction workers & Part-times

   
       

 

   
       

 

Total for Regular Employees
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LADWP Total Compensation Comparisons

Source: 2014/15 and CY2019 Census files respectively, OPA Supplemental information section of 2016 Joint Compensation Study, OW analysis 
Note: All base pay is annualized, except preliminary column. Annualized includes COLA, shift premiums, and hazard pay. 

90.4 90.1 91.0 86.6
99.5

119.3

18.4 19.4 10.7
7.0

22.1

28.3

23.2
14.5

21.5

13.4

145.4

$588 Final Median, position-
weighted, 5,926 matched

Preliminary Average all 
employees (Jan ’16)

$1,048M Final 
Average all 4-quarter 
employees (Nov ’16)

$1,048M Final Median 
all 4-quarter employees

$588M Final Median, no 
weighting, 5,926 matched

$595 Final Median, position-
weighted, 5,444 matched

109.5
101.7

93.6

136.1

169.1

+24%

Health
Cash-over-base
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Retirement
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Excludes $7 of cash-
over-base

Excludes $12.6 of 
cash-over-base

LADWP Total Compensation comparisons
2016 and Current Study, $000

Subtotal: 108.8
Subtotal: 109.5

Subtotal: 101.7
Subtotal: 93.6

Industry’s 
Standardized Metric

2016 Study Current Study



Appendix 1: Cash Compensation; Salary and Salary plus Bonus/Incentive Pay
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Cash compensation methodology (1 of 6)
Benchmarking Process
Mercer was consistent with the methodology from the 2016 Study; the following describes the methodology used in 2016, as well
as updates where applicable (namely, the inclusion of 10 new IT job classes – see next page):
In 2016, in order to properly match each of LADWP’s class codes with appropriate market data contained in the surveys, Mercer
worked closely with LADWP:
• The LADWP provided a census file encompassing annualized salary data for all of LADWP’s employees.
• Mercer conducted a thorough review of the elements of compensation included in the survey data to ensure a consistent 

comparison with LADWP data:
- Based on data obtained from each of the four survey sources (see next page), median annualized base salaries (excluding 

overtime, tenure pay, shift differentials, parking subsidies, etc.) for the applicable DDRs for each class code at LADWP were
compared to median annualized salary data from the selected position matches from each of the applicable surveys.

Mercer has confirmed with Corporate Performance that the current census file and annualized base salaries for all LADWP 
incumbents has been calculated in a manner consistent with the 2016 Study.

• In 2016, Mercer and LADWP completed extensive matching analysis involving both in-person work session as well as follow-up 
discussions with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from the Water, Power, and Joint operation divisions to confirm the position 
matches used for each of the benchmark class codes.

• Mercer used the approved position matches and applicable DDRs to conduct a market review of base salary and total cash 
compensation for each class code included in the 2016 Study. These previously approved positions matches were used again in 
the current study, replicating the methodology in its entirety.

• Exceptions include a handful of IT positions as well as additional executives which were not included in the prior analyses. 
SMEs from ITS confirmed the applicable DDRs and position matches, consistent with the 2016 Study; there were 183 
incumbents that were in DDRs matched to multiple industry job codes and, as is industry standard, were matched used to match 
against all matched jobs.
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Cash compensation methodology (2 of 6)
Benchmarking Process - continued
The 10 newly-included IT job classes were:
• Chief Information Officer
• Chief Information Security Officer
• Lead Manager; Program Manager Officer
• Program/Project Managers
• Cyber Security/Business Recovery Architects/Analysts
• Data Base Architect               
• Business Process Consultant
• Advanced Data Analytics Staff
• Applications Programmer
• IT Systems Tester/Quality Assurance Staff (Experienced)
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Cash compensation methodology (3 of 6)
Data Sources

• Consistent with the 2016 Study, survey data were evaluated based on the following dimensions:

– Electric and water utilities industries.

– Size of organization and relative customer base.

– Ownership type: public-owned utility (POU) and investor-owned utility (IOU).

• For each of the 113 class codes included in the review, comparable roles among existing compensation surveys were 
compared to four published survey sources with a focus on the utility industry where applicable:

– 2019 Economic Research Institute Electric Utilities & Renewable Energy Salary Survey.

– 2019 American Water Works Association Compensation Survey.

– 2019 Mercer Energy Sector Compensation Survey.

– 2019 Mercer Benchmark Database.

• In 2016, position matches were selected from each survey based on similar title, responsibilities, and minimum candidate 
requirements/qualifications and were thoroughly vetted by LADWP SMEs from the Water, Power, and Joint Divisions. As 
previously discussed, the same position matches were utilized again in the current analysis with the follow exceptions: a 
handful of IT positions as well as additional executives which were not included in the prior analyses. SMEs from ITS 
confirmed the applicable DDRs and position matches, consistent with the 2016 Study
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Cash compensation methodology (4 of 6)
Market Data Comparison

• Consistent with the 2016 Study, market data were collected for the 25th percentile, median, and 75th percentile and 
compared to median annualized salaries for the applicable DDRs for each class code. Note that compensation data 
is presented on a summary basis only (i.e., only aggregate 25th percentile, median, and 75th percentile are shown) 
due to confidentiality clauses contained in each of the four surveys.

• For the current analysis, as with the 2016 Study, median data were selected for several reasons:

– Market median is a “standard” comparison point when benchmarking pay. As such, median data is available for all 
four surveys whereas not all provide average pay data. Thus, average market data cannot be provided.

– Market median provides a more stable statistical reference point so as not to skew the analysis - - use of averages 
tends to bias compensation data when outliers exist (high or low data points at either extremity).

• Equal weight was awarded to each individual survey source selected.

• Note that consistent with the 2016 Study, “position-weighted median” data is used throughout this analysis to 
compare market job class data with LADWP data. “Position-weighted median” data is derived by taking a simple 
median of the relevant data (i.e., each class code is only included once in the calculation, regardless of the number 
of incumbents covered under the respective class code). This methodology is a “standard” practice used throughout 
the industry.

• The job classes included under the Senior Management group are typically also considered senior management by 
the utility companies represented in the surveys.
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Cash compensation methodology (5 of 6)
Market Data Comparison

• Consistent with the 2016 Study, the current study indicated that like LADWP, most POU employees are not 
bonus-eligible (i.e., 50% or more of the incumbents are not bonus-eligible).

– Market levels of total cash compensation for those positions which are typically not bonus-eligible within the 
market are therefore equivalent to the market levels of salary for those roles.

– For those positions which are typically bonus-eligible (i.e., 50% or more of the incumbents are bonus-
eligible), market data provided include actual bonuses awarded in 2019 and paid in 2020.
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Cash compensation methodology (6 of 6)
Adjustments

• Aging: Market data were aged to 1/1/2020 using a utility industry aging factor of 3.0% as reported in the 2019/20 Mercer U.S. 
Compensation Planning Guide. 

• Premiums/discounts: 
– A 20% adjustment has been included for class code 3879 (Electric Distribution Mechanic) since the work often involves 

energized underground systems. Based on our research, this position is somewhat unique at LADWP and therefore 
warrants a premium of 20%. Note that this adjustment was made prior to the application of the LA Labor Market Adjustment 
(see below).

– Premiums/discounts were considered for other roles; however, consistent with the 2016 Study, based on a further review of 
the required duties/responsibilities/job conditions among survey participants and LADWP incumbents, ultimately, the 
analysis indicated that no other premiums/discounts were required.

• LA Labor Market Adjustment: Survey data used in the base salary and total cash compensation analysis are based on utilities 
located throughout the country and are not specific to Los Angeles. Thus, consistent with the 2016 Study, a labor market 
adjustment has been applied to account for the relatively higher cost of employment in Los Angeles. To determine an 
appropriate adjustment, Mercer replicated the analysis conducted in 2016 using two reputable sources:
– Economic Research Institute’s Geographic Assessor.
– US Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The results of both analyses were similar to the 2016 results and corroborate the findings. Based on the analyses, an LA 
Labor Market Adjustment of 115% was included in the market data for all class codes.
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2019 Economic Research Institute
Participant Profile

95%

5%

Type of Utility

IOU POU

144
participating organizations

Names of participating organizations cannot be released publically due to confidentiality restrictions
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2019 American Water Works Association
Participant Profile

19%

81%

Type of Utility

IOU POU

151
participating organizations

Names of participating organizations cannot be released publically due to confidentiality restrictions
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2019 Mercer Energy Sector
Participant Profile

86%

14%

Type of Utility

IOU POU

54
participating organizations

Names of participating organizations cannot be released publically due to confidentiality restrictions
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2019 Mercer Benchmark Database
Participant Profile

72%

28%

Type of Utility

IOU POU

74
participating organizations

Names of participating organizations cannot be released publically due to confidentiality restrictions
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Market benchmarks: Sorted by quartile and difference from 3rd quartile (1 of 3)
x

Class Employees LADWP Market Base Salary DWP Base vs. Mkt Base Market Target TAC DWP Base vs. Mkt Base
Position Code DDRs Covered Base Salary 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning

WATERWORKS MECHANIC 3984 9339100 9339101              34 $107,775 $62,919 $73,038 $85,042 27% > 75th %ile $62,919 $73,038 $85,042 27% > 75th %ile

PAINTR 3423 8234002 9334002              30 $95,129 $56,976 $65,593 $75,164 27% > 75th %ile $56,976 $65,593 $75,164 27% > 75th %ile

CUSTODIAN 3156 9331022                122 $60,094 $35,701 $41,521 $48,597 24% > 75th %ile $35,701 $41,521 $48,597 24% > 75th %ile

STORES SUPERVISOR 1866 9518660                5 $135,987 $87,075 $100,203 $114,883 18% > 75th %ile $87,075 $100,203 $114,883 18% > 75th %ile

APPR MCHT 3764 9383704                6 $98,832 $61,655 $71,440 $83,553 18% > 75th %ile $61,655 $71,440 $83,553 18% > 75th %ile

LN MTNC ASST 3882 8238115 8238026              29 $93,216 $60,766 $69,124 $79,253 18% > 75th %ile $60,766 $69,124 $79,253 18% > 75th %ile

ELTL RPRR 3853 9338005               33 $109,818 $70,164 $79,245 $91,843 20% > 75th %ile $77,653 $84,510 $93,819 17% > 75th %ile

ELTL MCHC 3841 9338107 8238302              201 $109,818 $70,857 $82,038 $95,794 15% > 75th %ile $70,857 $82,038 $95,794 15% > 75th %ile

WTR SRVC WKR 3931 9339119 9339120              57 $90,277 $59,369 $68,340 $79,170 14% > 75th %ile $59,369 $68,340 $79,170 14% > 75th %ile

MTR RDR 1611 9116043               149 $72,787 $47,653 $55,328 $64,789 12% > 75th %ile $47,653 $55,328 $64,789 12% > 75th %ile

CUSTODIAN SUPV 3176 9331000                7 $82,621 $55,310 $63,458 $73,886 12% > 75th %ile $55,310 $63,458 $73,886 12% > 75th %ile

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 3525 9335125 9335124              81 $101,569 $70,015 $79,795 $91,847 11% > 75th %ile $70,015 $79,795 $91,847 11% > 75th %ile

UTLTY SRVCS SPECIALIST 3755 9537551 9537552 9537553            109 $117,039 $79,961 $91,720 $106,853 10% > 75th %ile $79,961 $91,720 $106,853 10% > 75th %ile

WLDR 3796 9337008 9337138              35 $105,686 $72,564 $83,708 $96,519 9% > 75th %ile $72,564 $83,708 $96,519 9% > 75th %ile

WTR UTLTY OPR 5854 9358128                4 $94,999 $65,784 $75,652 $87,756 8% > 75th %ile $65,784 $75,652 $87,756 8% > 75th %ile

EQPT MCHC 3711 9337116                51 $94,492 $62,307 $75,051 $87,532 8% > 75th %ile $62,307 $75,051 $87,532 8% > 75th %ile

STM PLT MTNC MCHC 5630 9437118                51 $106,980 $75,220 $86,739 $99,631 7% > 75th %ile $75,220 $86,739 $99,631 7% > 75th %ile

HVY DTY TRK OPR 3584 9335144 9335145              99 $83,547 $59,050 $68,744 $80,174 4% > 75th %ile $59,050 $68,744 $80,174 4% > 75th %ile

WTR TRTMT OPR 5885 9358108 9358137              27 $99,306 $72,088 $82,276 $95,329 4% > 75th %ile $72,088 $82,276 $95,329 4% > 75th %ile

WHSE & TLRM WKR 1832 9418127 9418128 9518321 9318307          110 $78,836 $56,786 $65,669 $76,133 4% > 75th %ile $56,786 $65,669 $76,133 4% > 75th %ile

ELTC MTR SETR 3822 9438082 9438081              36 $96,261 $70,809 $80,469 $93,322 3% > 75th %ile $70,809 $80,469 $93,322 3% > 75th %ile

WTR UTLTY WKR 3912 9339002 9339130              157 $86,427 $61,515 $70,994 $83,793 3% > 75th %ile $61,515 $70,994 $83,793 3% > 75th %ile

MCHT 3763 9337141 9337146              31 $109,095 $80,223 $92,539 $106,682 2% > 75th %ile $80,223 $92,539 $106,682 2% > 75th %ile

PWR SHVL OPR 3558 9335139               19 $105,107 $78,232 $89,244 $102,844 2% > 75th %ile $78,232 $89,244 $102,844 2% > 75th %ile

UTILITY EXEC SECRETARY 1336 213111 9113005 9413110 2013006 9313013        33 $96,117 $70,546 $81,765 $94,781 1% > 75th %ile $70,546 $81,765 $94,781 1% > 75th %ile

PL CLK UTLTY 1202 9311144 9312107 9312114 9312135         28 $95,695 $69,512 $81,183 $95,082 1% > 75th %ile $69,512 $81,183 $95,082 1% > 75th %ile

HVY DTY EQPT MCHC 3743 9337134               91 $97,536 $72,599 $84,325 $97,349 0% > 75th %ile $72,599 $84,325 $97,349 0% > 75th %ile

WATER UTILITY SUPERINTENDENT 3980 9539803 9539801              21 $166,497 $125,317 $143,190 $167,033 0% 74% $125,317 $143,190 $167,033 0% 74%

WTR UTLTY SUPV 3976 9339129 9339131              66 $112,770 $85,890 $99,002 $115,541 -2% 71% $85,890 $99,002 $115,541 -2% 71%

ELECTRICAL SERVICES MANAGER 5265 9552652                16 $228,853 $152,431 $173,218 $201,425 14% > 75th %ile $180,343 $207,435 $234,500 -2% 70%

SR CLK TYP 1368 9113640 9313639 9413640 9113641 9313641 9113639 9413639 9313640 389 $77,601 $59,762 $68,620 $80,862 -4% 68% $59,762 $68,620 $80,862 -4% 68%

RATES MANAGER 5601 9556011                4 $169,727 $114,959 $134,171 $156,740 8% > 75th %ile $137,563 $154,296 $175,565 -3% 68%

ELTC DISTRBN MCHC SUPV 3873 9438190 9438010 9438118            105 $148,935 $106,705 $120,208 $139,525 7% > 75th %ile $121,049 $134,885 $155,097 -4% 67%

INSTRMT MCHC 3843 9438007                38 $109,448 $84,838 $98,449 $115,370 -5% 66% $84,838 $98,449 $115,370 -5% 66%

CLK TYP 1358 9113637 9413637 9313637 9513581          60 $63,634 $50,519 $58,382 $67,729 -6% 64% $50,519 $58,382 $67,729 -6% 64%

COML SRVC REPTV 1230 9112068 9112069            647 $77,601 $58,815 $68,329 $79,931 -3% 70% $66,623 $73,112 $81,839 -5% 63%

SENIOR SURVEY SUPERVISOR      7288 9572880        1 $170,241 $125,467 $144,362 $168,846 1% > 75th %ile $143,779 $158,559 $181,651 -6% 63%

STM PLT ASST 5622 8238096               92 $90,233 $67,858 $78,268 $90,790 -1% 74% $77,256 $84,725 $95,756 -6% 62%
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Market benchmarks: Sorted by quartile and difference from 3rd quartile (2 of 3)
Class Employees LADWP Market Base Salary DWP Base vs. Mkt Base Market Target TAC DWP Base vs. Mkt Base

Position Code DDRs Covered Base Salary 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning

                    

                   

                    

                      

                     

                     

                    

                    

                     

                    

                      

                    

                    

                   

                      

                     

                        

                      

                     

                    

                     

                     

                   

                     

                  

                  

                       

                 

                  

                    

          

                   

                   

                 

              

               

                  

                 

APPLTNS PRGMR                 1429 9411021 9415018 9115017 9411032 9411026 9411029   107 $93,607 $73,603 $84,673 $99,036 -5% 66% $81,147 $88,906 $101,245 -8% 60%

TRANSMISSION & DISTRIB DIST SU 3875 9538753 9538754              36 $207,983 $140,077 $162,561 $187,762 11% > 75th %ile $171,747 $196,699 $228,130 -9% 59%

SR HVY DTY EQPT MCHC 3745 9337108               14 $103,862 $86,137 $98,298 $113,922 -9% 59% $86,137 $98,298 $113,922 -9% 59%

ELTC STN OPR 5224 9452150 9452155 8252128 8252051 9452052 9452053 9452153    188 $104,325 $87,350 $99,491 $115,228 -9% 58% $87,350 $99,491 $115,228 -9% 58%

SUPPLY SERVICES MANAGER 1865 9518651 9518652              7 $164,542 $126,072 $136,426 $172,651 -5% 69% $142,502 $155,340 $186,929 -12% 57%

MGT ASST 1539 9515390                20 $67,778 $55,726 $64,687 $75,644 -10% 57% $55,726 $64,687 $75,644 -10% 57%

SECTY OFCR 3181 9331001 9331002 9131001 9531811          216 $66,991 $57,525 $65,765 $75,975 -12% 53% $57,525 $65,765 $75,975 -12% 53%

ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION MECHANIC 3879 9438020 9438117 9438200         280 $125,865 $94,812 $109,453 $126,889 -1% 74% $109,052 $124,229 $141,474 -11% 52%

AQ & RESV KPR 5813 9358111               31 $78,259 $67,082 $77,144 $89,488 -13% 52% $67,082 $77,144 $89,488 -13% 52%

STM PLT OPRG SUPV 5625 9456129                26 $138,758 $104,535 $120,216 $139,450 0% 74% $120,194 $137,797 $157,009 -12% 51%

WTR UTLTY OPR SUPV 5857 9358130               12 $112,209 $97,469 $112,089 $131,324 -15% 50% $97,469 $112,089 $131,324 -15% 50%

WTRWKS ENGR 7248 3472120 3472181 3872022 4272117          36 $159,934 $116,739 $134,828 $155,178 3% > 75th %ile $140,877 $161,793 $184,153 -13% 48%

WTR TRTMT SUPV 5887 9358115 9358107              8 $117,620 $105,622 $119,558 $138,882 -15% 47% $105,622 $119,558 $138,882 -15% 47%

UTLTY ACCT 1511 9515110               44 $104,668 $81,306 $95,297 $113,282 -8% 63% $95,365 $106,732 $120,558 -13% 45%

FLEET SERVICES MANAGER        9103 9591033        5 $218,011 $158,867 $182,267 $212,132 3% > 75th %ile $196,152 $223,277 $252,415 -14% 45%

CVL ENGG DRFTG TCHN 7232 4272107            17 $89,472 $82,210 $93,527 $107,880 -17% 41% $82,210 $93,527 $107,880 -17% 41%

COML FLD SUPV 1603 2516058 2516051              18 $117,862 $95,120 $110,093 $127,873 -8% 61% $109,789 $124,625 $144,683 -19% 39%

STM PLT OPR 5624 9456105               41 $113,196 $94,780 $108,605 $126,941 -11% 56% $106,409 $119,193 $139,685 -19% 38%

DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES 9558 9595582                1 $221,674 $161,454 $186,035 $218,107 2% > 75th %ile $208,522 $236,264 $269,422 -18% 37%

WATER SERVICES MANAGER        9602 9596021        1 $296,291 $213,789 $246,540 $284,239 4% > 75th %ile $278,499 $320,502 $371,545 -20% 36%

UG DISTRBN CONSTR SUPV 3814 9438312 9438313              4 $120,386 $100,066 $114,671 $133,410 -10% 58% $113,202 $131,044 $146,499 -18% 35%

MCHL ENGG ASSOC 7554 9575542              74 $119,282 $101,374 $115,850 $132,491 -10% 55% $116,758 $128,593 $145,280 -18% 30%

ELTL ENGR ASSOC 7525 9575252               272 $119,282 $100,469 $116,851 $134,295 -11% 53% $116,673 $128,971 $143,991 -17% 30%

UTILITY ADMINISTRATOR 9105 9591057 9591051 9591052 9591053 9591055 9591054 9591058    107 $148,760 $123,668 $139,457 $162,038 -8% 60% $146,363 $160,549 $181,123 -18% 29%

SR UTLTY BUYR 1862 9318007 9318008              15 $130,000 $107,992 $124,916 $146,846 -11% 56% $128,099 $144,872 $164,416 -21% 28%

RISK MANAGER 1530 9515302                2 $163,218 $131,468 $154,789 $183,556 -11% 57% $161,377 $182,651 $210,112 -22% 27%

MNGG WTR UTLTY ENGR 9406 9594061 9594062 9594063 9594064 9594065        28 $247,667 $183,696 $213,440 $246,534 0% > 75th %ile $246,225 $281,741 $321,982 -23% 26%

ASST UTLTY BUYR 1860 9318113                11 $80,564 $70,426 $82,634 $94,339 -15% 46% $82,269 $91,269 $100,875 -20% < 25th %ile

SR SYS ANLST 1597 9115024                19 $121,298 $107,714 $125,164 $142,075 -15% 44% $123,650 $138,275 $152,480 -20% < 25th %ile

LABY TCHN 7854 9378145 9478105           17 $89,472 $81,780 $95,000 $109,765 -18% 40% $91,042 $102,125 $112,621 -21% < 25th %ile

PWR ENGR MGR 9453 9594531                1 $171,136 $139,153 $163,194 $188,183 -9% 58% $172,992 $195,721 $219,487 -22% < 25th %ile

UTLTY BUYR 1861 9318105                27 $96,096 $87,033 $100,123 $114,967 -16% 42% $100,743 $112,638 $123,937 -22% < 25th %ile

COML SRVC SUPV 1213 9112031 9112029 9112021            84 $90,788 $81,932 $93,467 $107,105 -15% 44% $93,838 $104,683 $117,886 -23% < 25th %ile

ELTL ENGR 7539 9475131                6 $167,114 $142,311 $162,952 $186,841 -11% 54% $169,421 $189,839 $219,495 -24% < 25th %ile

CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE SUP 3129 9531294        1 $195,587 $161,852 $183,868 $213,593 -8% 60% $201,814 $223,400 $257,729 -24% < 25th %ile

CHIEF ELECTRIC PLANT OPERATOR 5237 9552372 9552371              20 $147,483 $158,535 $149,508 $175,470 -16% < 25th %ile $171,021 $173,256 $195,038 -24% < 25th %ile

CYBER SECURITY/BUSINESS RECOVERY ARCHITECTS/ANALYSTS 1431,1409,7525,1455,1431,1597,1455,1597 9411020 9514091 9575254 9411031 9111019 9415023 9411030 9115024 142 $144,332 $129,338 $148,771 $172,215 -16% 44% $152,960 $171,087 $192,592 -25% < 25th %ile

SENIOR UNDERGROUND DISTRBN CON 3815 9538152        8 $157,278 $139,449 $161,165 $187,795 -16% 46% $165,054 $185,272 $210,513 -25% < 25th %ile
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Market benchmarks: Sorted by quartile and difference from 3rd quartile (3 of 3)
Class Employees LADWP Market Base Salary DWP Base vs. Mkt Base Market Target TAC DWP Base vs. Mkt Base

Position Code DDRs Covered Base Salary 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning 25th %ile Median 75th %ile Diff. to P75 %ile Positioning

                    

                   

                    

                      

                     

                     

                    

                    

                     

                    

                      

                    

                    

                   

                      

                     

                        

                      

                     

                    

                     

                     

                   

                     

                  

                  

                       

                 

                  

                    

          

                   

                   

                 

              

               

                  

                 

ENVRNMNTL ENGRG ASSOCIATE 7871 9578712                8 $116,232 $108,036 $125,158 $146,485 -21% 37% $124,409 $138,081 $155,640 -25% < 25th %ile

SR UTLTY ACCT 1521 9115137              26 $132,572 $114,697 $132,837 $156,307 -15% 50% $138,619 $155,419 $177,535 -25% < 25th %ile

CRPNTR SUPV 3346 9333103                20 $110,305 $96,743 $111,510 $128,426 -14% 48% $112,162 $127,908 $147,727 -25% < 25th %ile

MTNC CONSTR HLPR 3115 9331127                41 $69,969 $71,509 $81,391 $94,187 -26% < 25th %ile $71,509 $81,391 $94,187 -26% < 25th %ile

CHEMIST 7833 9378100 9478113            20 $101,197 $93,348 $108,401 $126,332 -20% 38% $110,709 $121,951 $139,373 -27% < 25th %ile

SENIOR INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST   2331 9523310        2 $149,781 $135,623 $156,144 $182,217 -18% 42% $161,192 $181,955 $207,131 -28% < 25th %ile

AQ & RESV SUPV 5816 9358110                5 $108,766 $111,438 $129,782 $150,688 -28% < 25th %ile $111,438 $129,782 $150,688 -28% < 25th %ile

PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGERS 1597,1431,1455,1411,1409 9415023 9111019 9411031 9414142 9514091    61 $156,807 $138,077 $158,102 $185,649 -16% 48% $171,673 $191,698 $218,281 -28% < 25th %ile

SAFETY ADMINISTRATOR 1728 9517281                1 $162,423 $139,686 $160,686 $188,740 -14% 52% $173,840 $193,225 $227,127 -28% < 25th %ile

PRGMR ANLST 1431 9411025              32 $118,274 $114,936 $131,879 $153,076 -23% 30% $132,096 $147,705 $168,024 -30% < 25th %ile

CVL ENGG ASSO 7246 9572462              188 $125,565 $117,164 $136,099 $159,727 -21% 36% $140,224 $155,971 $180,160 -30% < 25th %ile

GENERAL SERVICES MANAGER      9601 9596011        2 $268,960 $220,670 $254,232 $297,279 -10% 59% $293,193 $328,595 $386,058 -30% < 25th %ile

PRINCIPAL PUBLIC RELATIONS REP 1786 9517862        1 $146,828 $141,528 $162,432 $186,984 -21% 31% $164,923 $188,421 $212,997 -31% < 25th %ile

ASST AIR POLUTN SPLST 7310 9373003 9473003             19 $118,521 $112,083 $130,197 $149,727 -21% 34% $135,677 $152,331 $174,533 -32% < 25th %ile

UTILITY SERVICES MANAGER 9106 9591062 9591063            28 $159,708 $152,857 $175,743 $205,487 -22% 32% $186,481 $210,892 $238,269 -33% < 25th %ile

SYS ANLST 1596 9415018                52 $92,825 $102,769 $116,663 $134,657 -31% < 25th %ile $115,114 $125,412 $140,788 -34% < 25th %ile

STRL ENGR 7956 9479007                1 $157,742 $146,875 $171,515 $200,259 -21% 36% $179,890 $207,533 $241,653 -35% < 25th %ile

CHIEF REAL ESTATE OFFICER 1949 9519493                1 $234,984 $204,504 $235,998 $273,044 -14% 49% $269,807 $306,797 $361,420 -35% < 25th %ile

DIRECTOR OF SECURITY SERVICES 3208 9532080        1 $136,501 $140,849 $160,113 $185,810 -27% < 25th %ile $170,660 $188,132 $212,310 -36% < 25th %ile

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGER   1409 9514092        9 $186,185 $169,091 $194,511 $227,431 -18% 42% $211,798 $246,251 $291,140 -36% < 25th %ile

LEAD MANAGER; PROGRAM MANAGER OFFICE 1409 9514091        1 $163,077 $156,124 $181,703 $212,412 -23% 32% $202,697 $227,129 $261,101 -38% < 25th %ile

PRINCIPAL UTILITY ACCOUNTANT 1589 9515894                6 $199,558 $186,452 $213,153 $252,124 -21% 37% $243,560 $274,435 $325,147 -39% < 25th %ile

DATA BASE ARCHT               1470 9514700        16 $146,047 $150,075 $171,889 $199,285 -27% < 25th %ile $185,129 $206,267 $238,479 -39% < 25th %ile

IT SYSTEMS TESTER/QUALITY ASSURANCE STAFF (EXPERIENCED) 1455,1431,1597 9411031 9111019 9415023      56 $156,807 $160,744 $184,856 $216,281 -27% < 25th %ile $203,904 $229,221 $260,739 -40% < 25th %ile

SYS PRGMR 1455 9411030              43 $141,809 $144,528 $165,711 $192,224 -26% < 25th %ile $177,302 $202,167 $239,100 -41% < 25th %ile

ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS STAFF 1409 9514092        9 $186,185 $194,100 $221,662 $258,435 -28% < 25th %ile $252,160 $288,161 $334,532 -44% < 25th %ile

CAO 151 9101904        1 $299,043 $254,451 $300,894 $351,233 -15% 49% $389,491 $461,383 $549,855 -46% < 25th %ile

AGM EXTERNAL & REGULATORY AFFAIRS 151 9101904        1 $254,130 $234,909 $274,790 $323,346 -21% 37% $332,833 $406,414 $474,022 -46% < 25th %ile

AGM POWER CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS 151 9501905        1 $312,843 $277,497 $321,739 $373,358 -16% 45% $442,033 $516,939 $607,552 -49% < 25th %ile

AGM POWER ENGINEERING & TECHNICAL SERVICES 151 9501905        1 $312,720 $277,497 $321,739 $373,358 -16% 45% $442,033 $516,939 $607,552 -49% < 25th %ile

AGM WATER 151 9501905        1 $312,720 $277,497 $321,739 $373,358 -16% 45% $442,033 $516,939 $607,552 -49% < 25th %ile

CIO 151 9105125        1 $276,472 $267,326 $309,698 $365,091 -24% 30% $396,343 $462,998 $555,646 -50% < 25th %ile

EXEC ASST TO THE GM 360 9103300                6 $229,795 $235,821 $273,765 $319,834 -28% < 25th %ile $339,257 $396,959 $474,285 -52% < 25th %ile

BUSINESS PROCESS CONSULTANT 1431,1597 9111019 9415023       34 $145,266 $177,745 $206,184 $241,235 -40% < 25th %ile $233,429 $261,854 $304,804 -52% < 25th %ile

CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER 360 9103300        1 $200,573 $239,972 $272,821 $323,118 -38% < 25th %ile $316,650 $361,488 $424,607 -53% < 25th %ile

AUDTR WP 9759 9101503                1 $299,043 $280,121 $329,073 $389,951 -23% 35% $449,890 $532,275 $656,352 -54% < 25th %ile

GNL MGR & CHF ENGR WP 9998 9199002                1 $400,019 $400,255 $470,330 $556,076 -28% < 25th %ile $722,586 $842,832 $1,006,494 -60% < 25th %ile
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Retirement benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer used an industry standard methodology to analyze the “normal” cost 
of retirement benefits for LADWP versus its peers.

• In generating the “normalized” workforce retirement benefit cost for LADWP of ~$21,500, Mercer used the following 
methodology:

– Calculated the “normal” retirement benefit cost (i.e., inclusive of costs due to additional service, pay, age, and interest) of 
the benchmarked job classifications for active employees.

– Weighted, based on the number of employee participants in either Tier 1 or Tier 2 in each job, to determine a weighted 
average total cost.

• This analysis is based on a “normal” cost for LADWP and each of the peers. This differs from the annual actuarial valuation of 
pension cost which takes into account the funding level of LADWP (based on market value of assets). The comparison of 
annual actuarial pension costs is not appropriate and/or available for the peers due to funding level differences and other 
factors.

• Mercer used benchmark salary data to calculate the “normal” cost from retirement programs for 26 peer utilities selected 
jointly by LADWP and OPA to provide market benchmarks.  

• The difference between LADWP’s and Mercer’s normal cost numbers is largely due to assumption differences, as Mercer 
used consistent assumptions for LADWP and all peers, rather than using LADWP’s specific actuarial assumptions.
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Retirement benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer valued 5,097 employees for these benefits, as detailed below.

• For the compensation analysis, 5,444 total employees were included. As noted previously, 5,718 employees were actually included in 
the compensation analysis, as some DDRs (representing 274 employees) were matched to more than one job description by ITS.

• For the retirement analysis, we worked from the Health & Retirement census file that was provided to us separately. We compared this 
file against the census file to identify those which could be included in the retirement analysis. Variances resulted from the following:

– 49 records from the census file were not included in the Health & Retirement file and thus were excluded.

– 70 records were included in the Health & Retirement file but had blank, zero, or missing data and thus were excluded.

– 20 records that were included in the retirement analysis were excluded from the compensation analysis because they had either
negative numbers or zeroes in certain salary fields. These records were removed in the v2 census file used for the compensation 
analysis (a total of 65 records were removed in the v2 census file, however, only 20 were represented in the DDRs included in the 
analyses). These 20 records do not have a statistically significant impact on the retirement analysis.

– For the compensation analysis, in order to increase the total number of employees represented in the compensation analysis, we 
adjusted the original list of DDRs included for Class 3879 (replacing 32 employees in DDRs 9438021, 9438305, 9438308 for 280 
employees in DDRs 9438020, 9438117, 9438200). This change was made in the review stages, after the retirement analysis was 
completed; before the change was made, we confirmed that the change in DDRs would have a zero or immaterial impact on the 
average results for the retirement analysis. Note that all six of these DDRs were included in the 2016 analysis and the matches 
were fully vetted at that time.

• The difference between the 5,444 records included in the compensation analysis vs. the 5,097 included in the retirement analysis is 
therefore = 5,444 - 49 - 70 + 20 + 32 - 280 = 5,097.
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Peer panels for retirement benefits benchmarking (same as for 
health / other benefits benchmarking)

Public-Owned Utilities (13) Investor-Owned Utilities (13)
Austin Energy Arizona Public Service Co (Pinnacle West)
Burbank Water & Power California Water
Citizens Energy Group Golden State Water Company
City of Anaheim Great Plains Energy Inc.
CPS Energy (San Antonio) NV Energy
Orlando Utilities Commission OGE Energy Corp
Riverside Public Utilities San Jose Water Company 
Salt River Project Southern California Edison Company
SMUD (Sacramento Municipal Utility District) National Grid
City of Stockton Southwest Gas Corp.
Glendale Water & Power NorthWestern Energy
Pasadena Water & Power Portland General Electric Co.
Seattle City Light LG&E and KU Energy, LLC

LADWP and OPA selected the most relevant comparators from Mercer’s database.
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High-level retirement plan prevalence information

Plan Structure Percentage of IOUs 
Providing Plan Structure

Percentage of POUs 
Providing Plan Structure

Defined Benefit (DB) Only 0% 62%
Defined Contribution (DC) Only 62% 0%
DB and DC 38% 38%

Note: Comparisons were made against separate, agreed upon by stakeholders, panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs).

Plan Formula Percentage of IOUs 
Providing Plan Formula

Percentage of POUs 
Providing Plan Formula

Final Average Pay Formula (DB) 15% 85%
Cash Balance Formula (DB) 23% 15%
Employer-paid DC Contributions 100% 38%



Appendix 3: Health and Other Benefits
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Health and Other Benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer used an industry standard methodology to benchmark health and 
other benefits costs for LADWP versus its peers.

• In generating the workforce health benefit cost for LADWP of ~$28,300 per active employee per year, Mercer took the 
following steps:

− Each health and ancillary benefit option (including retiree health benefits) was evaluated separately, net of applicable 
employee contributions, with the results then added to get a total active health net benefits cost.

− Baseline gross costs for each LADWP medical and dental plan were developed using 2019/20 fiscal year budget rates, 
from the final renewal worksheet, applied to actual LADWP enrollment by plan and rate tier.

− Applicable employee contributions, calculated using the final 2019/20 contribution rates from the final renewal worksheet, 
were deducted from the gross cost to get net company cost for the valued population.

− Medical and dental plan cost is a weighted average total net cost based on LADWP enrollment in each plan by rate tier.

− Life and disability coverage was valued based on the LADWP benefits designs and required employee contributions were 
deducted to get net cost.

− Time-off benefits (vacation, personal days, sick days and short-term disability) are assumed to be included in base salary 
compensation.

• LADWP’s costs were compared against similar programs for 26 peer utilities approved by LADWP and OPA to provide market 
benchmarks in two peer panels.  
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Health and Other Benefits benchmarking methodology
The following is a breakout of the costing by component with related 
methodology.
• The costs were developed individually for each of the lines of coverage and then added together to get the $28.3k total, as described below:

• Active Medical – We took the census file containing all of the employees whose positions were valued in the compensation analysis, identified the
actual plans and rate tiers that each of the employees was enrolled in, and multiplied them against the actual 2019/20 budget rates from the 
2019/20 Department of Water & Power 2019/20 Health and Welfare Budget Estimate sheet that was provided to us. This first step develops the 
gross cost. We then apply the employee contribution rates from the same 2019/20 budget estimate sheet and subtract the resulting average 
annual contributions per employee per year from the gross cost to get a net cost result. The $20.2k figure shown in our report for active medical is 
the weighted average annual net LADWP cost per employee per year that results from these calculations.

• Active Dental – The $1.2k average annual net cost per employee per year for this line of coverage was calculated in the exact same fashion as
described for the active medical coverage above, except that the dental budget and contribution rates were used.

• Retiree Medical/Dental – These costs are not valued using the actual budget rates and contributions as the active costs were above. Instead, the 
retiree medical/dental (OPEB) benefits were valued on the same normal cost basis as the retirement (pension) plans. Normal cost represents the 
relative expense of the plans, rather than the balance sheet impact or relative ability to meet future obligations. Normal cost is net of required 
employee contributions and also reflects the extent to which benefits are offered for either pre or post-65 retiree coverage (or both). The normal 
cost values for both the tier 1 and tier 2 benefits were calculated separately and then weighted together, based on the relative eligibility of the 
population for either benefit tier, to come up with the $6.6k figure shown in our report.

• Life and Long-term Disability – These two benefits were valued using a standard workforce profile, applied to the rates for the life and LTD 
benefits, with any required employee funding netted out. The annual net cost per employee per year figures of $0.2k and $0.1k respectively, reflect 
the average relative values of these benefits. We did not re-run them for each of the actual positions benchmarked, given their low relative value in 
relation to the total benefits cost.
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Health and Other Benefits benchmarking methodology
Mercer valued 5,085 employees for these benefits, as detailed below.

• For the compensation analysis, 5,444 total employees were included. As noted previously, 5,718 employees were actually included in 
the compensation analysis, as some DDRs (representing 274 employees) were matched to more than one job description by ITS.

• For the health analysis, we worked from the Health & Retirement census file that was provided to us separately. We compared this file 
against the census file to identify those which could be included in the health analysis. Variances resulted from the following:

– 49 records from the census file were not included in the Health & Retirement file and thus were excluded.

– 70 records were included in the Health & Retirement file but had blank, zero, or missing data and thus were excluded.

– 20 records that were included in the health analysis were excluded from the compensation analysis because they had either 
negative numbers or zeroes in certain salary fields. These records were removed in the v2 census filed used for the compensation
analysis (a total of 65 records were removed in the v2 census file, however, only 20 were represented in the DDRs included in the 
analyses). These 20 records do not have a statistically significant impact on the retirement analysis.

– For the compensation analysis, in order to increase the total number of employees represented in the compensation analysis, we 
adjusted the original list of DDRs included for Class 3879 (replacing 32 employees in DDRs 9438021, 9438305, 9438308 for 280 
employees in DDRs 9438020, 9438117, 9438200). This change was made in the review stages, after the health analysis was 
completed; before the change was made, we confirmed that the change in DDRs would have a zero or immaterial impact on the 
average results for the health analysis. Note that all six of these DDRs were included in the 2016 analysis and the matches were
fully vetted at that time.

– 12 records in the selected DDRs waived health coverage according to the Health & Retirement file and thus were excluded.

• The difference between the 5,444 records included in the compensation analysis vs. the 5,085 included in the health analysis is 
therefore = 5,444 - 49 - 70 + 20 + 32 - 280 - 12 = 5,085.
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Peer panels for health and other benefits benchmarking (same as 
for retirement benefits benchmarking)

Public-Owned Utilities (13) Investor-Owned Utilities (13)
Austin Energy Arizona Public Service Co (Pinnacle West)
Burbank Water & Power California Water
Citizens Energy Group Golden State Water Company
City of Anaheim Great Plains Energy Inc.
CPS Energy (San Antonio) NV Energy
Orlando Utilities Commission OGE Energy Corp
Riverside Public Utilities San Jose Water Company 
Salt River Project Southern California Edison Company
SMUD (Sacramento Municipal Utility District) National Grid
City of Stockton Southwest Gas Corp.
Glendale Water & Power NorthWestern Energy
Pasadena Water & Power Portland General Electric Co.
Seattle City Light LG&E and KU Energy, LLC

The same peer panels were used for both the health and benefits and retirement analyses, selected jointly by LADWP and OPA from Mercer’s database.
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Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

LADWP: $20.2K

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Medical benefit annual cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP is in the 4th quartile for active 
medical benefit costs.

• Employer subsidy for active medical 
benefits is higher than most peers.

• The IBEW-sponsored HMO plan requires 
no employee contribution.

• High family-tier enrollment in LADWP’s 
plans contributes to the higher overall 
medical costs.

• LADWP medical costs are higher in areas 
like Owens Valley where provider 
competition is limited.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) reviewed by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

$14.1K

$15.7K

$16.6K

$13.7K

$16.3K

$17.5K

Medical benefits (active employees)
LADWP cost ranks in the 4th quartile against both IOU and POU peers.
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$0.7K

$1.0K

$1.4K

LADWP: $6.6K
(Tier 1: $6.8K, Tier 2: $6.4K)

Lowest

Highest
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

$0.3K

$0.6K

$3.3K

Lowest

Highest

Tier 2
Tier1 Tier 1

Tier 2

Post-employment medical benefits (retirees)
LADWP’s relative cost falls in the 4th quartile, with Tier 1 costs higher than 
Tier 2.

Post-employment medical benefits annual cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organizations, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP’s retiree medical costs are among the 
highest in the study.

• The analysis evaluated the cost of the post-
retirement medical coverage for both Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 benefits.

• Tier 2 employees contribute 3% of 
compensation toward post-employment 
benefits.

• Most peers either do not offer a retiree medical 
benefit, provide only a limited fixed subsidy, or 
require retirees to pay the full cost.

• Separate from this cost evaluation, LADWP has 
pre-funded approximately 83% of its post-
employment medical costs (as of its latest 
valuation), which reduces its total liability risk. 

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

LADWP: $1.2K

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Dental benefit annual cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organization, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP roughly offers the same 
number of plan options as most of 
their peers.

• LADWP plan design structures are in 
line with the market.

• However, most peers require 
employee contributions for dental 
plans, while LADWP does not require 
employee contributions.

• Additionally, lack of employee 
contribution leads to high dependent 
enrollment and higher total costs as 
more members are covered.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

$0.7K

$0.9K

$1.1K

$0.6K

$1.1K

$1.2K

Dental benefits (active employees)
LADWP’s relative cost falls in the 4th quartile relative to the IOU panel and 
at the top of the 3rd quartile versus the POU panel.
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Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

LADWP: $0.2K

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Life benefit annual cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organization, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP’s life insurance costs are at 
the top of the 3rd quartile.

• Benefits fall at roughly the 75th

percentile of peers.

• LADWP and employees share in 
some of the cost of the life benefits.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

$0.1K

$0.1K

$0.2K

$0.1K

$0.1K

$0.2K

Life insurance benefits (active employees)
LADWP is at the 3rd quartile cost level for this benefit.
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Q4
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Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

LADWP: $0.1K

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Long-term disability benefit cost per employee
LADWP vs peer organization, IOU and POU

Commentary

• LADWP shares in the cost of the LTD 
benefits.

• The most common approach for peers is 
to have employees pay the entire cost of 
the benefit.

• However, some peers do cover the full 
cost.

• LADWP LTD benefits begin later than 
most peer plans due to short-term 
disability benefits having a longer 
duration.

• The LTD benefit percentage is below 
peers but the maximum benefit allowed is 
above peers.

IOU Panel POU Panel

Note: Comparisons were made against separate panels of 13 investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and 13 publicly-owned utilities (POUs) agreed to by LADWP and OPA.
Source: LADWP, Mercer analysis. 

$0.2K

$0.2K

$0.3K

$0.2K

$0.2K

$0.2K

Long-term disability (LTD) benefits (active employees)
LADWP cost ranks in the 1st quartile for this benefit. Plan design is less 
generous and employees pick-up a large share of the cost.
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About Oliver Wyman and Mercer

• Oliver Wyman is a global leader in management consulting. With offices in 60 cities across 31 countries, Oliver Wyman combines deep industry 
knowledge with specialized expertise in strategy, operations, risk management, and organization transformation. The firm’s 5,000 professionals 
help clients optimize their business, improve their operations and risk profile, and accelerate their organizational performance to seize the most 
attractive opportunities. Oliver Wyman is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies [NYSE: MMC], a global professional 
services firm offering clients advice and solutions in the areas of risk, strategy and people. Marsh is a leader in insurance broking and risk 
management; Guy Carpenter is a leader in providing risk and reinsurance intermediary services; Mercer is a leader in talent, health, retirement 
and investment consulting; and Oliver Wyman is a leader in management consulting. With annual revenue of $17 billion and approximately 76,000 
colleagues worldwide, Marsh & McLennan Companies provides analysis, advice and transactional capabilities to clients in more than 130 
countries. The Company is committed to being a responsible corporate citizen and making a positive impact in the communities in which it 
operates. Visit www.mmc.com for more information and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter @MMC_Global. 

• Oliver Wyman’s energy practice helps companies address strategic and operational challenges through proven, results-oriented approaches 
across all sectors of the market, including utilities. The energy team has worked with leading energy and utility companies operating in the 
Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.

• Mercer is a global consulting leader in talent, health, retirement and investments. Mercer helps clients around the world advance the health, wealth 
and performance of their most vital asset – their people. Mercer’s approximately 25,000 employees are based in 43 countries and the firm operates 
in over 130 countries.

• This report was prepared by a joint team from Oliver Wyman and Mercer, including senior specialists in utilities, compensation, retirement, and 
health and non-health benefits.

• Oliver Wyman contact information: 

99 High Street, 32nd Floor
Boston, MA 02110-2320
(617) 424-3200
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AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

This report contains confidential and proprietary information of Mercer and is intended for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it was provided by Mercer. Its 
content may not be modified, sold or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to any other person or entity, without Mercer’s written permission.

Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third-party sources. Mercer makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the 
information received and takes no responsibility or liability (including for indirect, consequential or incidental damages), for any error, omission or inaccuracy in the 
data supplied by any third party.

Mercer does not provide tax or legal advice.  Please consult your tax or legal professional for advice in these areas.
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